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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The writer's experience as a social worker with neglected chil
dren and counseling inadequate parents^ has led to the growing
conviction that only a Christ-centered message focused on youth can
redeem the young people of our land. A church with such a message has
the obligation to be ever aware of the needs of both the youth within
its walls, and of those without. The Free Methodist Church, of which
the writer is a member, has been aware of its responsibility to its
young people for some years and has made a number of attempts to
implement its concern. From its earliest days the Sunday school effort
has been an important part of the total church program. Early in the
century a specific program directed towards teenagers was begun in the
institution of the Young People' s Missionary Society. Within the last
few decades the concern has been broadened to include the intermediate
age group. This has resulted in the formation of a new and unique pro
gram known as Christian Youth Crusaders. The Director of this program
believes that it has made a significant contribution to the total min
istry of the Church to youth. The purpose of this investigation is to
^-Professional xrork with � Children 1 s Aid Department, City of Cal
gary, Calgary Alberta, Can. 1964, '65.
2Floyd M. Todd, Quadrennial Report of the Department of Inter
mediate Youth, Presented to General Conference, 1964 (Winona Lake, Ind.,
Free Methodist Church of North America, 1964), not paged. The church
T-ri.ll hereinafter be referred to as F.M. Church.
examine available evidence to either support or to reject this belief.
I. THE PROBLEM
Statement of the problem. The approach of this thesis to the
Christian Youth Crusader organization is two-fold. The program will
first be dealt with historically, including present implementation at the
local church level. The second approach will be a statistical survey of
the Free Methodist denomination designed to determine what, if any,
relationship exists between church growth and the use of this program.
Importance of the study. "... Christian education is a medium
through which God can effect the redemption of mankind today. "3 In the
light of this statement is the recognized fact that by the time inter
mediate age is completed, "... 65 per cent of the girls and 75 P�*"
cent of the boys are lost to the church and Sunday school."^ Yet this
is the age of "greatest susceptibility to influence. Protestant
denominations offer an average of fifty hours of religious instruction
to their children each year.^ Youth organisations have the potential of
both offering more time for instruction and reaching young people with
^James DeForest Murch, Teach or Perish (Grand Rapids, Wm. B.
Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1963) � P- 65.
Dorothy Haskin, Successful Sunday School Teaching (Grand Rapids,
Baker Book House, 1958) , p. 13.
5lbid . , p . 12 .
urch, ojo. ext., p. 76.
3the Christian gospel. Criticisms leveled at some youth clubs include a
lack of correlation to the educational program of the church, and with
the Sunday school curriculum, and an inability to engender loyalty to
the denomination. 7
In the Christian Youth Crusader program the Free Methodist Church
has a youth organization which is Christ-centered, an integrated part of
the Sunday school, patterned for Christian nurture, and with a distinct
denominational emphasis. It is a week-day program offering additional
time for study and instruction. Its aim is winning intermediates to
Christ and to the Church, and it has claimed itself effective.
... In hundreds of Free Methodist churches Junior High Cru
sading is succeeding in doing this Cconserving the junior high
child for the churchCjL . . . Junior High Crusading is making
an invaluable contribution in holding these youth. �
Other denominations have adopted this program, stating that it
has been "tried and tested for over 21 {now 263 years. . . . Much time
and effort has gone into making the CYC program an effective means of
reaching and achieving the purpose it set out to accomplish. "9 To the
Christian educator falls the responsibility of "determining the destiny
of the children in our hands, and of providing them with biblical
answers for a world that is no friend of grace to help us on to God."l�
''ibid., p. 94. "Todd, op_. ext., not paged.
9D. R. Kinde, "A Proposed Junior Program for the Wesleyan Meth
odist Church of North America." (unpublished thesis, Asbury Theological
Seminary, Wilmore, Ky., 1961). p. 38.
10F.K. Church, Let's Teach, Prepared by the Commission on Chris
tian Education (Winona Lake, Ind., Light & Life Press, 196l), p. 10.
if Lhe claims of the denominational leaders for the Christian Youth
Crusaders are correct, then Christian workers should examine this pro
gram more closely.
Limitation of the study. This study has dealt only with the
Christian Youth Crusader program, and not with other educational areas
of the Free Methodist Church. Within the program itself greater stress
has been placed on the intermediate than on the junior or the primary
ages. An attempt has been made to trace the historical background of
the program and the development of its curriculum. Much of the material
has only been cited with the briefest of explanation as to its content.
The scope and nature of this study does not allow an exhaustive review
of the content and quality of curriculum materials.
With respect to the statistical study the research has been limited
to material available in the denominational Year Books. Time and facili
ties did not permit an exhaustive survey of pastors and Christian workers.
The major concern was to determine whether or not relationships were
evident which would indicate the influence of the Christian Youth Cru
sader program on local church growth. The concern was not to prove
categorically the value, or lack of value, of the program. Rather the
aim has been to uncover any available evidence which would indicate its
effectiveness in retaining the intermediate child for the church.
Procedure of research. Information and data were obtained from
written and oral sources. Historical materials in the form of
pamphlets, the general Church Minutes, and those of the Board of
Administration were made available to the researcher. The materials
5published by the Department of Intermediate Youth from its earliest
beginnings were graciously given for the compilation of the data. Time
was given from busy schedules by the Director of the program and his
assistant, as well as by members of the education commission for
personal interviews . Each was generous in answering questions, rela
ting past experiences, and expressing present opinions.
The source material for the statistical study was primarily the
Year Book publications containing the official statistics for the
denomination. From this material congregational growth was studied in
relation to independent and dependent variables. The indicators used
to measure growth were determined on the basis of the opinions expressed
by denominational leaders, and the hypothesis that a positive relation
ship exists between the presence of the youth program understudy and
church growth.
XT. DEFINITION OF TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
The abbreviations used in this study are those used in the
published materials of the denomination.
CYC. Christian Youth Crusaders is the name of the denominational
program designed for ages six to fourteen. In this thesis the form
CYC is used without a definite article,
FHY. The name given to the organization for the adolescents and
vour.~ adults of the Free Methodist Church is Free Methodist Youth.
YPMS . Formerly this organization for the teens and young adults
was called the Young People's Missionary Society.
JMS. An auxiliary for the children of the Women's Missionary
6Society is the Junior Missionary Society.
SS. The Sunday school is a weekly educational hour, usually
conducted Sunday mornings.
EMM. These initials will be used instead of the name Free Meth
odist in reference to the name of the Church and the Publishing House.
P.M. Church. This abbreviation will be used in footnotes to
refer to materials compiled by departments within the Free Methodist
Church of North America.
Crusader. The term "Crusader" is used in both a general and a
specific sense. Generally it refers to any child registered in the
Christian Youth Crusader program. Specifically it refers to a twelve
to fourteen year old child.
CYCer. This term is used to refer to any child who is a member
of the Christian Youth Crusader program.
Intermediate child. The twelve to fourteen year old child is an
intermediate .
Junior child . The nine to eleven year old child is a junior.
Primary child. The six to eight year old child is a primary.
CHAPTER II
THE HISTORY OF THE CHRISTIAN YOUTH CRUSADER PROGRAM'
I. CONFERENCE CONCERN
Before looking directly at the development of the CYC program, it
is necessary to first look briefly at its forerunners., These were clubs
organized on the local and conference level by men and women concerned
for the welfare of their children. Christian parents saw the loss to
the Church and to Christ of the majority of their young people. They
were anxious to stem the tide. Their attempts are seen in the organi
sation of clubs for the boys and girls of their local churches. These
clubs were only on a conference level�not a denominational level.
Conference Sunday School Boards sanctioned and directly supervised the
organisation of the club activities. The efforts were farsighted and
detailed. The concern was for the souls of children, and this was
evident in the plan and purpose of each club. It will be noted in re
viewing the brief description given � and later surveying the organiza
tion and implementation of the CYC program that the former clubs are
indeed forerunners of the present day program. Much of the outline,
the activities, and the format are the same.
Piorieors. In 1938 the Central Illinois Conference developed
what was called "Pioneers, A Plan for Intermediate Boys." The manual
was prepared by Dr. Orville S. Walters, with the stated purpose to
provide an organisation which -will have Christ at the center,
8and which will furnish interesting activities built around the
church. The primary objective is to lead each boy into a direct
knowledge of Jesus as Savior and Lord, and to acquaint him with
the origin, teachings and activities of the Free Methodist Church,
as well as to provide a wholesome outlet for some of the charac
teristic adolescent interests. ^
The impetus for this organization came at the annual session of
the Conference Sunday School Board in August, 1938 to satisfy a
recognised need.
Careful study has shown that the greatest loss from the Sun
day school occurs during the years between twelve and fourteen.
The survey also shows, however, that at this age, the largest
number are received in the church. These findings indicate that
the ages of 12, 13, and 14 are years of decision. While much
of the loss during this period might be prevented by the in
culcation of loyalty to the church during middle and late
childhood, the influence brought into action during this period
may also have a determining effect in directing these decisions.
The importance of providing activities for this group which
will focus their interest and loyalty upon the church and the
Parents within the church looked to the YPMS (now the FMY) for
confirmation that an organisation for a specific age group is helpful
in maintaining a youth's interest in church activities.
The name "Pioneers" was adopted from the International Council of
Religious Education of which the F.M. Church was a member. Although
the name was oorrowed, the framework and the activities of the plan as
prepared by Dr. Walters were entirely original. The emblem for the
club was the ancient monogram of Christ. Officers were chosen and
lorville S . Walters , Pioneers, A Plan for Intermediate Boys ,
Prepared by the Central Illinois Conference of the F.M. Church (The
Conference, 1938), not paged.
2Ibid_. , not paged.
9given names corresponding to those of authority in the ancient Roman
empire. For example, the president was called the Consul, the
treasurer, the Censor. Weekly meetings were of three types�the Sunday
morning class, the Sunday evening Forum, and the week-day meeting. The
Sunday school class took on the name "Pioneers." There was one group
of elected officials for both the club and the SS class. The Forum was
to be devoted to the consideration of the members' problems, to the
study of church history and the Bible. The week-day, or evening meeting
took the form of instruction in health, first aid, and service projects.
These projects included group activities, as well as individual
endeavors to teach the boys to be resourceful and co-operative. Many
of the suggested projects centered around the church, for example,
assisting the janitor, building bulletin boards, and painting the church
or parsonage. Hobby projects were also a part of the program. Each
member had the privilege of choosing his own hobby on which to work.
Membership was restricted to the ages of twelve, thirteen, and
fourteen, with leniency of one year in either direction on the advice
of the local personnel. The boys were divided into three smaller
croups according to age. Membership was not considered until the boy
had attended eight Sunday meetings. Progression within the club was
dependent upon attendance, length of membership, progress in the
knowledge of the Bible, and completion of projects. Attendance at a
general church gathering, such as a district conference, was a
requirement .
The founders were of the opinion that the success of this club
10
rested with the leader, as does the success of any program. The leader
was required to spend time with the boys in activities and in personal
preparation. The Pioneers organisation was' recognized by the founders
as an integral part of the total church program, but needed the
sanction of each local Sunday School Board to introduce it into the
curriculum.
A bibliography was made available in the manual for the leader in
the areas of understanding boys, materials for projects, and hobby
activities.
Boys { Christian Network. In the same year that the Pioneers took
form in the Central Illinois Conference, the Southern California Con
ference was active working out a similar club for its boys. This they
called the "Boys' Christian Network." The founders of this organiza
tion recognized the need in terms of bridging the gap between the SS
class and the YPMS . Nothing within the Church was organized specifi
cally to interest the intermediate child. The SS held his interest
during his early childhood, and the YPMS was designed to hold his
interest during the teens. The members of the Sunday School Board of
the Southern California Conference noted that betx^een the ages of twelve
and eighteen the church lost 75% of its boys. 3 The purpose of the Boys'
Christian Network was to provide a worthwhile program of activities and
training that xrould retain boys of this age in the church.
3p.M. Church, Beys [ Christian Network Manual 1938. Prepared by
Southern California Conference Sunday School Board, (The Conference,
n.d.), p. 7.
11
The details of the club were built around the theme of radio
broadcasting. The "Station Manager" was the local director and was
responsible for the activities of the organization. He was directly
responsible to the Sunday School Board of the local church and con
ference. Membership included boys of nine to eleven years who were
called "amateur network members" and boys of twelve to fourteen who
were the "professional network members." The following features were
unique to this club: (a) its motto, "To Lift Up Christ," (b) pledges
to the American and Christian flags and a membership pledge, ("I pledge
to love God, serve Jesus Christ, and study the Bible. To build myself
up physically, mentally, and spiritually. To obey the network law." ),
(c) Luke 2:52 as its scriptural foundation, (d) a symbol, and (e) net
work laws. These were designed to shape the attitudes and attributes
of the members. Officers were elected from the group. Weekly meetings
were held for each of the two groups�amateur members and professional
members. These meetings took the form of inspirational talks, Bible
study, or general study periods. Projects stressing Bible memorization,
knowledge of the Christian message, knowledge of the denomination and
stewardship were used. These were designed to emphasize the physical,
mental and spiritual development of the boys. Hiking and camping were
built-in parts of the total program. This same pattern is seen in the
present CYC plan.
12
Girls 8 House of life. The Southern California. Conference saw not
only a need for a boys' club, but was also concerned for the welfare of
the junior gii_s. In 1938 an organization called the Girls' House of
Life came into being under the leadership of the conference women.
This, too, was under the direction of the conference Sunday School
Board and the local 3oard of Christian Education. The purpose of the
club is seen again in the pledge,
I pledge to build worthily my House of Life. For its
foundation I choose Jesus Christ, for its walls the sure
Word of God. I will look well to its seven pillars and
keep with a true heart its Gates of Promise, its Lamp of
Purity and its Fires of Devotion and Love. 5
The seven pillars on which the House was built were "appreciate
nature, cultivate comradeship, live unselfishly, enoble work, maintain
6
health, seek knowledge, and follow Christ."
Membership was restricted to girls of the F.M. SS nine years of
age or older. If a girl was twelve, she was required to become a
member of the JMS. Before being taken into membership a girl had to
memorize the pledge, the seven pillars, and the Girls' House of Life
Scriucure�I Cor- 3:11 "For no other foundation can any one lay then
that which is laid, which is Jesus Christ." Progression within the
club was based on a rank system. The ranks were associated with the
various rooms of a house, and the requirement for each room centered
5F.M. Church, Girls' House of Life Handbook, Prepared by Southern
California Conference Sunday School Board, (revised ed., The Conference,
1938), p. 3.
%bid�
13
around the activities of that room. For example, the requirements for
the kitchen included cooking, keeping a recipe book, serving, doing
dishes, cleaning, and performing related kitchen duties. Although
Scripture memorization was included, it was not stressed to the same
extent as it was in the Boys ' Christian Network , or in the
' Pioneers .
The emphasis was rather on the teaching of household activities and
developing a well-rounded girl for the responsibilities which she would
eventually face.
II. DENOMINATIONAL CONCERN
General Conference of 1939. Not only was the need of the inter
mediate child recognized on the local level, but the denominational
leaders were also aware of the losses during these early years. This
concern is revealed in the quadrennial report made to the General Con
ference in 1939 by the General Sunday School Secretary, J. H. Whiteman.
In this report he states:
I gathered statistics from 240 Sunday schools which give
a good cross section of the church. In these 240 schools
there is a total enrollment of 20,905. There are 2,445 boys
under ten years old and 2,012 girls. There are 1,357 Junior
boys and 1,539 Junior girls. There are 1,125 Intermediate
boys and 1,3^0 girls.''7
From his study Whiteman states that of the 240 schools, with enroll
ment from fifteen to eighty-five, twenty-six schools had no junior
7j .K . Whiteman, Quadrennial Repogt-flf the General Sunday School.
Secretary j&S. Years 1225=39 � Presented to the General Conference
1939, (Winona Lake, Ind., F.M. Church, 1939 ), not paged.
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boys, twenty- five had no junior girls, twenty-seven had no intermediate
boys and twenty-five had no intermediate girls enrolled. He cites
research done by the International Council of Religious Education for
a ten-year period from 1927-1937 in which twenty-seven denominations
were included. Of the twenty-seven denominations participating,
seventeen reported losses from 2% to 135? in SS enrollment during this
decade. One large denomination, which Whiteman does not name, is re
ported to have lost one million of its enrolled members between 1923 and
1933. Some of the denominations reported church memberships higher by
the thousands than their SS enrollment. VPniteman compares this with the
E.h. Church and claims for it two and one-half times as many members en
rolled in its Sunday schools as on its church membership rolls. He
computes the yearly gain in SS members for the previous ten years as
33. S I. He estimates the Church membership potential from the SS approxi
mately 56,500 persons.
There are 48,776 members of the church including preachers,
probationers, and children. There are 105,313 in the main
school enrollment. That leaves 56,537 in the Sunday School
harvest field, plus 18,000 babies on the cradle roll and
6600 in the home department who ought to be reached by our
present organizations. This shows that we do not lack a
harvest field, but reapers. S
Luring the quadrennium on which he was. reporting Whiteman compared the
average attendance of the F .1-2 . Church as being 60$ of the SS enroll
ment, to that of the national average of 50^. He refers again to the
study conducted by the International Council of Religious Education
Slbid., not, pagea.
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stating that 65$ of the girls and 75% of the boys are lost forever to
the church during their junior and intermediate years.
The General Conference minutes for 1939 show the results of this
concern by the introduction of a recommendation for the establishment
of an organisation to promote the spiritual welfare of intermediate
young people. It was held that the intermediate years form a natural
age grouping. It was also felt that the interdenominational boys'
organizations were not the answer for the Church. The following recom
mendation of the Sunday School committee was put before the Conference.
Therefore, to promote the spiritual welfare of the Inter
mediate Youth, connected with the Free Methodist Church, and
to provide Christian direction for their activities, and to
help them in their contribution to the church and the world,
we, your committee of Sunday Schools, recommend the formation
of an organisation to be known as "Christian Youth Crusaders"
of the Free Methodist Church of North America, this organiza
tion to be under the control of the Commission on Education
and its general promotional activities to be conducted by the
General Sunday School Secretary. 9
It was further recommended that each annual conference elect a CYC con
ference Director who was directly responsible to the Conference Sunday
School Board. On the local church level it was recommended that the
Sunday School Board elect a local CYC Director for the boys and a
Director for girls. These Directors were to be members of the F.M.
Church, were to be responsible to the Sunday School Board, and were to
work under the direction and advice of the pastor.
The committee bringing forth the proposal for the organization of
9F .M. Church, "General Conference Minutes1' (Taken at Winona Lake,
Ind., June 24, 1939).
16
the CIC recommended that a second committee be formed to frame the con
stitution of the organization. This committee was to meet before the
General Conference was over and submit its work to the Commission on
Christian Education. The recommendation of the Sunday School committee
was adopted including a motion that the constitution and the organization
of the CYC be brought before the Board of Administration in October of
1939-
yanual, 1939-40. In this way the CYC came into being. Resulting
from the action taken at the 1939 General Conference a manual was written
for the new organization by the Christian Education Commission, Depart
ment of Sunday Schools, under the direction of A. L. Brown. The commit
tee members were Bishop L. R. Marston, Dr. Orville S, '//alters, A. L.
Brown, and B. H. Pearson. 0. S. Walters and B, H. Pearson were directly
involved in the Pioneers and Boys' Christian Network clubs respectively.
The manual, which appeared in the church year of 1939-40, named two major
reasons for the formation of a "new" club for the intermediates. First,
because of the losses to the Church the committee members felt that it
was important to relate young people of this age to the church so as to
win their loyalty and to direct their decision for Christ.10 Second,
the founders of the CYC looked to the results of the YPMS, and its in
fluence in establishing the youth movement of the F.M. Church.
Similiarly, an Intermediate organizations is likely to
10F.M. Church, Manual of the Christian Youth Crusaders of the Free
Methodist Church of North America, Prepared by the Christian Education
Commission, (Winona Lake, Ind. , F.M. Church, n.d.), p. 1.
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be of great assistance in reducing the distressing loss
which occurs in church and Sunday school during these
years. -LJ-
The primary objectives of this new organisation were
to lead early adolescent boys and girls into a direct
knowledge of Jesus as Savior and Lord, to acquaint them
with the origin, teachings and activities of the Free Meth
odist Church, and to guide them into a knowledge of how to
win others to Christ. To assist in the accomplishment of
these objectives, the CYC as an agency of the church will
endeavor to provide and give Christian direction to activi
ties interesting to Intermediates and will carry on a
specific program of worship, teaching and evangelistic
effort in harmony with these objectives. 2-2
The nucleus of the CYC group on a local church level was taken
from the SS classes for the ages twelve to fourteen. It was hoped that
a unification of methods and emphasis could be established between the
SS and work in the CYC. Besides the Sunday morning meeting, a week-day
meeting was held. It was the Director's responsibility to watch for
spiritual needs and apply his influence and knowledge to help meet -these
needs. Besides the spiritual emphasis, a definite program of instruction
in hygiene and health education was to be part of each weekly meeting.
Activities and hobbies were stressed.
The mid-week meeting should stress ACTIVITIES. It is for
lack of adequate provision that boys are being lost. God made
them packed full of energy and demanding DOING interests. If
God made them so full_ of energy, it behooves us to supply the
proper outlet for itA3
The Sunday evening service was devoted to the systematic study of
the "origin, history, and organisation of the Free Methodist Church."^
^Ibid.. p. 2.
^jbid. , p . 9 �
12Ibid., pp. 2-3.
%bid . , pp. 10-11.
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Program approaches were discussion of problems, debates, story-telling
and service projects. There was a distinct missionary emphasis stress
ing missionary heroes.
The total CYC group was to be divided into three classes�the
Beginning Crusaders, the Second Crusaders, and the First Class
Crusaders. The beginners were those with less than six months member
ship. When a Crusader had been a member for six months, had attended
at least 80^ of the SS classes, Sunday evening, and week-day programs,
and had satisfactorily carried out a hobby project he could become a
Second Crusader. The First Class Crusader was one who had been a member
for one year, had 80$ attendance at the planned meetings, and had com
pleted at least two hobby projects.
These were the first beginnings of the CYC as it is known today.
Its beginnings were small , limited and with little material for its
implementation. The manual which has just been outlined was the only
material published by the Sunday School department for the aid of the
local church members in putting into use this new program. The outline
was- provided, bat the local workers had to fill in the details. As a
result many variations occurred. Each local church had its own ideas,
and each Director his or her own originality. Although the basic format
was the same the groups developed along lines growing out of their own
initiative and ingenuity.
Manual, 19V)-. In 1944 a new manual was published by the Christian
Education Commission. It was the aim of the Commission members to
furnish material of a more spiritual nature. Thus in this manual they
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tried to acquaint the child with the Church, the Bible, world
Christianity, and great men of the Church of the past cen
turies. We have set forth the plan of salvation as told in
the Bible, and we hope that through these mediums we have
made a contribution to his Cone child* s"3 finding the Lord
as his personal Savior.15
This manual shows a definite advancement of the program. It had taken
on a more, definite form and organisation. Besides the Director, other
officers were recommended together with an outline of .their duties. The
establishment of four committees -within the workings of the local CYC
added to its effectiveness and emphasis. (1) The committee of "Reli
gious Life" was responsible for the promotion of the spiritual interest
of the Crusaders. (2) The "Advancement" committee was responsible for
the promotion of requirement fulfillments for advancement within the
program.. (3) The "Recreational" committee provided the activities of
this nature for the mid-week sessions, and (4) the "Membership" commit
tee secured new members from the community, advertising the local CYC.
In. the intervening years pledges to the American and Christian flags and
a CYC pledge had been adopted. A scarf with the CYC emblem had been
designed. The names of the members had changed also, with the ranks
being the "Pioneer," the "Comrade," and lastly the "Major" Crusader.
Advancement from one rank to the higher one was based on the passing of
the requirements as outlined in the manual.
The scarf is the first indication of a uniform for each Crusader.
Each member was required to purchase a scarf which was available from the
15p ,M . Church , Manual of the Christian Youth Crusaders of the Free
Methodist Church of North America, Prepared by the Christian Education
Commission, (Winona Lake, Inc., F.M. Church, 1944), p. 3.
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Sunday School office at denominational headquarters in Winona Lake,
Indiana. Retirements were classified according to their major emphasis
and included citizenship, health, first aid, outdoor life, home activi
ties, sacred art, church history, Bible, world Christianity, and
Christian duty. A -wide range of electives was suggested from which the
members could choose according to their individual interests.
Along with the Manual went a Leader's Guide which outlined the
basic purpose of the CYC, its organization, and its implementation on
the local church level. It followed the general format of the 1939
manual. Also appearing in 1944 was a Leader's Guide for summer camp
meetings. It was intended to give assistance to the inexperienced
leaders of CYC summer camps. It was recognized that these times of con
centrated religious emphasis could be used effectively for the salvation
and spiritual growth of the youth of intermediate age. The Guide was not
intended as a categorical outline of activities, but only as a suggested
daily program. Because of local situations it was felt best that local
personnel secure their own materials for Bible study and devotional
talks. The primary purpose of the camp was seen as the salvation of the
children attending.
. . . the consecrated counselor must continually think of
the whole recreational program as a means to an end. It is on
the playground and in the crowded tent that the necessity of
salvation is made apparent, or later that the experience of
salvation is proved and tested and that the necessity of con
tinual contact with God is realised. An adult can pray better
with a child and guide him more wisely in Christian develop
ment if he has seen the child's reactions in varied situa
tions. In reality the playground is a laboratory in which
the lessons of the evening service and worship period are
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applied. How necessary that there be guidance in both.16
Manual, 1950. A second, revised edition of the 1944 manual ap
peared in 1950, and again in 1952. Certification of membership was
sent to each Crusader according to his rank.
General Conference of 1951. Prior to the General Conference held
in June of 1951 there was increasing recognition that more direct leader
ship was needed. People working with the CYC program on the local church
level wanted more guidance to make their efforts more effective. They
felt that this leadership should come from the denominational headquar
ters. The result of this need was a recommendation by the Sunday School
Commission to the General Conference that a fall-time CYC Director be
employed to work on the denominational level. It was recommended that
this Director be chosen by the Commission on Christian Education, and be
named the Director of Intermediate Youth. This would involve him
directly with all the activities of this age group, and not limit him
specifically to the activities of the CYC. The Light and Life Men's
Fellowship underwrote the salary of this position for four years, and the
General Conference adopted the recommendation of the Committee. This
action created a new department within the church, connected with, but
separate from, the Sunday School Department.
Before the Conference was over a Constitution for the Department
�^-^F M Church Christian Youth Crusaders at the Summer Camp Meet-
ing. The Leadens Guide, Prepared by the Department of Sunday Schools,
(mnonaLake , Ind . , F .M . Church, 1944), p. 23.
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of Intermediate Youth was outlined and adopted.
ARTICLE I
Name
To promote the spiritual welfare of early youth and to pro
vide Christian direction for their legitimate activities there
shall be an organisation known as the Christian Youth Crusaders
of the Free Methodist Church of North America.
ARTICLE II
Objectives
1. To lead boys and girls of early youth into a genuine ex-
peri,ence of salvation from sin, to promote their spiritual
welfare, and to acquaint them with the history, teachings, and
activities of the Free Methodist Church.
2. To provide a wholesome outlet for some of the character
istic adolescent interests and to provide Christian direction
for their weekday activities.
3. To provide opportunities wherein those who are or become
Christians receive training and experience in winning others to
Christ.
ARTICLE III
Membership
I. Members shall be youth of junior high grades seven, eight,
and nine who desire to unite for activities, instruction, and
worship under the director of Christian Youth Crusaders.
2. Where practicable, a junior division of Christian Youth
Crusaders may be established for grades four, five, and six;
and a primary division for grades one, two, and three.
ARTICLE IV
Organization and Control
1. The Christian Youth Crusaders shall be under the general
direction of the Commission on Christian. Education, and promo
tional activities connected therewith shall be carried on by
the director of intermediate youth, who shall be employed by
the Board of Administration on the recommendation of the
commission.
2. a. Each annual conference shall elect a director of the
Christian Youth Crusaders who shall be in charge in
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promoting the year-round CYC program. He shall be a
member of the conference board of Christian education
and shall be nominated by that board.
b. The conference board of Christian education may appoint
a CYC camping director who shall supervise the camping
program the CYC ages in the conference. He shall
work ui-c/ the direction of the conference CYC director
and the conference board of Christian education.
3. A district director may be elected by the district confer
ence.
4. Each society shall elect a Christian Youth Crusaders com
mittee of interested adults whose duty shall be to nominate a
Christian Youth Crusaders director and to give support in every
practical way to local Christian Youth Crusaders activities and
report to the local board of Christian education.
5. Each society shall elect a Christian Youth Crusaders direc
tor. The director must be a member of the Free Methodist Church
and regularly attend Sunday school and church. He shall work
under the direction of the official board and in cooperation with
the board of Christian education and the pastor.
6. The local Christian Youth Crusaders director shall be a
member of both the official board and the board of Christian
education .
7. It shall be the duty of the director of each local Christian
Youth Crusaders chapter to function as provided by the general
Christian Youth Crusaders manual.
ARTICLE V
Officers
The local Christian Youth Crusaders shall elect from its member
ship a leader known as the marshal. The director may nominate.
The marshal shall be a member and regular attendant of the Free
Methodist Sunday School.
ARTICLE VI
Meetings
1, Christian Youth Crusaders shall have three types of meet
ings, the Sunday-school class, a Sunday afternoon or evening meet
ing, and a weekday or week-night meeting. No meeting shall be
arranged at any time so as to interfere with the attendance of
members at any of the regular meetings of the church.
a. The Sunday-school class need not be changed in any way
except that the director wherever possible should be the
teacher of the class.
b. The Sunday afternoon or evening may be devoted to
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prayer, visiting the sick, any other appropriate Sun
day service project, to study, or to discussion under
the guidance of the director.
c. The weekday or week-night meetings shall be designed
to develop the members physically, socially, spiritually,
and mentally, with one night each month stressing Free
Method�i. missions.
2. No methods shall be used nor activities engaged in which are
not in harmony with the spirit and letter of the Free Methodist
DISCIPLINE.
ARTICLE VII
Funds
1. Each Christian Youth Crusaders member shall pay an annual
registration fee which is to be sent to Christian Youth Crusaders
headquarters .
2. Money for local needs may be met by collections from, mem
bers, by offerings from interested adults, or by appropriations
from local church boards.
ARTICLE VTII
Materials
The Department of Intermediate Youth shall provide manuals,
printed instructions, and other materials, as approved by the
Commission on Christian Education, to assist the organization in
all phases of this work.17
The task of securing a man to fill the newly created position was
given over to the Board of Administration. This Board canvassed the
field, recommending Rev. Floyd M. Todd. On September 1, 1953, Rev. Todd
occupied the office of the Director of Intermediate Youth. At the same
time an advisory council was set up composed of the General Sunday
School Secretary, the General 'Superintendent of the YPMS, a representa
tive of the Commission on Christian Education, a representative for the
1?F.M. Church, Doctrines and Discipline of the Free Methodist
Church. (Winona Lake, Ind., F.M. Publishing House, 1964), par.. 620.
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Light and Life Men's Fellowship, and the chairman of the Commission on
Christian Education. This council was designed to act in an advisory
capacity to the Director.
Ill . THE WORK OF THE DEPARTMENT OF INTERMEDIATE YOUTH
Beginnings. The remainder of this chapter deals with the work of
Rev. and Mrs . Floyd M. Todd. Upon taking their new post in the fall of
1953, their first action was to inquire into some sixty existing pro
grams of interdenominational and denominational affiliation, and to send
a questionnaire to 250 conference CYC Directors and church leaders with
in the F.M. Church. The aim of this questionnaire was to gain informa
tion for effective expansion of the CYC program. A copy of the
questionnaire, the tabulations, and resulting decisions have been made
available for this thesis. (See Appendix A.) This provided the basis
on which the new program was built. It will be noted from the Tabula
tion of Answers that decisions were made to retain the same name,
Christian Youth Crusaders, and to use the theme "knighthood." The
official colors for the scarves were changed from blue for boys, and
gold for girls, to a uniform design with both colors appearing on the
emblem. It was felt by the majority that a flexible program to include
both boys and girls was more desirable than a rigid separation of the
sexes. The need for more directional material was definitely indicated.
An attempt to meet this need in both the areas of camping and the regu
lar weekly programs is evidenced by the profuse amount of leadership
material that has come out of the headquarters office. Leadership
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material was specified for the Directors on the local church and the
conference levels. Other articles besides the required scarf were
available. Specific age limits were not determined from the question
naire, and it was decided to leave this decision to the local church
leaders. A definite need was seen for an organisation for the junior
children of the church which resulted in a decision from headquarters
to quickly make a suitable program available. It was decided to charge
each Crusader fifty cents for both the manual and registration fee.
These fees were to be sent directly to headquarters. Other decisions
resulting from the questionnaire were related to financial obligation,
reporting, and representation on official church boards.
Crusader and Director Guides, 1954. The first help given to the
needs expressed from the field for more guidance came in January of 1954
with the publication and distribution of the new Crusader's Guide and
Director's Guide. With these two publications "Crusading" received its
first big push forward . The Todds had re-organized the program adding
a format and pattern that was heretofore absent. Without making any
basic changes, details enriched the program. The Christian Youth
Crusader's Guide emphasized the coordination between the CYC and the SS.
The heart of the CYC program is the SS class. From the SS the CYC mem
bers come. These two programs should be integrated by close coopera
tion between the Director and SS teachers. The CYC program was designed
to be the week-day activity for the junior high SS class.
Itmust be kept ever in mind that the total intermediate
program of the local church is an entity. It must not be
separated into two or three groups, each with its own
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organization. It is one complete program with three different
angles of approach.-^
The organisation of a local CYC was outlined in the Guide which in
cluded the duties of the CYC committee,, the financing of the program
(which specified registration fees and the price of the Crusader ' s
Guide) flexibility of the program, and the ages included. Rev. Floyd M.
Todd recommended that the age limits be set at eleven and fourteen. His
conviction was that by. allowing younger children to participate in the
program the intermediate 'youth lost interest.
The Crusading theme was continued and amplified. Speaking of
their decision to continue this theme Rev. Floyd M. Todd states:
It has much else to commend it: it has a religious . back
ground; it is timeless in its appeal; youth for generations
have thrilled to the stories of knights and pilgrims; and it
will not be made obsolete in a few years as would more current
themes. Et is not too militaristic, yet it does have the back
ground of Christian warfare and conquesting for Christ. . . .
Whether the children will find the Crusader theme appealing
will depend upon the attitude of the local Director, If in his
presentation he is able to fire the imagination of the children
with the romance of this historical period (and it can be done!),
the children will respond enthusiastically.19
To encourage local Directors to be informed leaders, a local CYC
chapter could not be registered at headquarters unless its Director had
studied the material, and had completed the Leadership Questionnaire
designed to test the Director on his knowledge of the program. Upon
completion of this questionnaire. the Director received his "Leadership
l^Floyd M. Todd, Christian Youth Crusader Director's Guide , (Winona
Lake, Ind. , F.M. Church, 1954), p. 6.
19lbid.. p. 17-
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Certificate," and the chapter received recognition. The advantages of
registration were :
1. Reporting of statistics by local Directors is eliminated.
2. Only registered combers may wear scarves or receive awards.
3. Each Crusader whose name is sent to headquarters on the Chap
ter Registration Sheet receives a billfold-sized registration
card from the General Director.
4. This is of great advantage to Directors: Directors of regis
tered chapters will receive every two months, a complete outline
of materials for DIRECTOR'S ORDERS, and ORDERS of the EVENING, con
taining handcraft suggestions, missionary stories, party plans,
object lessons, etc. These will give invaluable aid to the busy
Director. 20
A uniform was suggested in this publication, but was not made man
datory. A white blouse (or shirt), blue skirt (or trousers), and a blue
and gold cap was officially designated.
Membership was not restricted to members of the F.M. Church nor to
members of its SS. The Directors were urged to constantly try to bring
any outsiders into the arms of the Church. The aim of the CYC is "to
build first, Christians, then loyal Free Methodists. "21 Children attend
ing other Sunday schools who wanted to attend the F.M. CYC could do so
with the permission of the local Director.
The organisation of the local chapter was kept simple. The weekly
meeting was outlined in the Director's Guide and will be explained in
detail in a later chapter. The summer camp was emphasized as having the
potential of providing the climax of the evangelistic efforts of the
entire year for the Crusader program. Behavioral characteristics of the
intermediate age level are included as part of this Director's Guide.
20Tbid . , p. 13- 21lbid., p. 14.
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The entire advancement system was re-organized. The Crusader
girls were called "Pilgrims" and were divided according to age into three
ranks. The boys were called "Knights" and were also divided into three
ranks. A highest award named after the founder of the denomination was
given as a special honor to the Crusader who had completed all the re
quirement. Twelve requirements were outlined for the Crusader within
.each rank. Beyond these ranks extra work could be done. The regulation
cf limiting the Crusader to complete one rank before working on the next
was an attempt to maintain uniformity within the rank. The requirements
were built on the spiritual, physical, mental and social characteristics
of the young teens. An entirely new concept of CYC was the introduction
of the "Honor Council." During the year the Crusaders earn badges and
insignia for requirements met satisfactorily, but these are not given to
them in the weekly meetings. The presentation of all awards is saved
for a special night�for Honor Council�when all the Crusaders are given
their awards in one service. The entire church and the parents are in
vited to attend what is in reality a miniature graduation ceremony. It
is emphasized that one parent be present and accompany the child to the
platform to receive his awards. This brings the parents into direct con
tact and involvement with the program.
In the Crusader1 s Guide, which was the individual manual for each
Crusader, the added features and elaboration of the program were set
forth in an attractive design. In addition to the pledges was the
"Shield," which told the purpose of the CYC: "Taking Jesus as our ex
ample and Savior CYCer's purpose to increase in wisdom, stature, and in
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favor with God and man."22
The Crusader's chorus was composed especially for the program by
Rev. Orval Butcher, the words of which are:
Be brave be loyal, be ready, be true
Bold knights and faithful Pilgrims are His cross bearers too.
In Christ we conquer, defeat every foe.
Crusaders loyal, brave and true. Forward we go.23
Another added feature of this new maual was the CYC sign . This was to be
used when the Crusader said the pledge and consisted of both hands
crossed over the heart. The "CYC Charge" was given to the group at the
end of each meeting and consisted of a charge for them to be brave,
ready, and loyal . They were brave "To do the right, to shun evil, to
face danger."^ They were ready "For service, for study, for fun."25 and
they were loyal "To God and Church , to family and friends, to CYC and its
directors."-0
Much of the material included in the Director's Guide was included
in this manual. An explanation of the evening meetings, of Honor Council,
of the advancement system and a detailed outline of the requirements and
the elective badges was also given. Each badge was pictured and included
activities from agriculture to zoology.
Purposely the CYC program has a decided denominational slant.
The theme of the new program is "Winning Intermediates to God.
and Church." Teaching loyalty to the Free Methodist Church is
a planned goal. Incorporated into the achievement program are
requirements which provide for attendance of Free Methodist
22F.M. Church, The Crusader's Guide, Prepared by the Commission of
Christian Education, TJTInona Lake, Ind., F .M . Publishing House), p. 24.
23lbid., p. 25 %bid., pp. 27-28. 2%bid. , 26Tbid.
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services and study of the preparatory membership materials, study
of the catechism, of Free Methodist missions, of the YPMS, of
the Free Methodist Schools. The highest award in Crusading
are the Ellen Lois Roberts Award for girls and the B. T. Roberts
Award for boys. 27
Camuing Manual and Leadership Aids , 1954. No sonner were the
Guides off the press, than more were on their way. In April, 1954, a
CYC Summer Camp Manual was published which correlated , the new program
into the camp program already in existence. It was designed to help new
camps start, or to help established ones organize their activities around
the Crusading theme. The main purpose of the summer camp remained
evangelistic.
The returned questionnaires showed a tremendous need and desire
from the field for leadership aid material. In September of 1954 the
mimeographed aids called "Looking Ahead" were provided for Directors of
registered CYC chapters. There were outlines of the activities four
months in advance and included a detailed plan for each weekly meeting
for two months in advance.
Cadet Program, 1954. One year after their taking over this new
department within the Church, the Todds petitioned the Commission of
Christian Education, receiving permission to organize a similar program
for the junior age level. The need for a program for younger children
was revealed in the questionnaire findings of the previous year. Many
2?Floyd Todd, Quadrennial Report of the Department of Inter
mediate Youth , Presented to General Conference, 1955. (Winona Lake, Ind.,
F.M. Church, 1955). not paged.
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local churches were attempting to combine the junior children with the
intermediates with the result that the junior highs lost interest and the
juniors were unable to master the requirements. The end result was a loss
to both groups. Thus the need was felt for a program distinctly for the
juniors. With the permission of the Commission the Todds published
Cadet Trails in time for General Conference in June of 1955' As with the
Crusaders, the Cadets (boys) and Cadettes (girls) were divided into three
ranks. The Cadets had the same Shield but a different "Promise" from the
Crusaders. Also distinct were their "signs" and "chorus." The words to
the chorus were sung to the tune of the Crusader chorus. Instead of the
rank insignia the Cadets earn award pins named after the "Armor of God"
which Paul outlines in the letter to the Ephesians.
The programs were correlated, but remained distinct enough for the
one not to infringe on the interest of the other. The same general laws
which governed the organization and operation of the Crusader program
apply to the Cadet program.
In 1955 another edition of the Director1 s Guide was published with
an added section dealing with the organization and operation of a Cadet
program within the local church. Another printing of the Crusader's
Guide was published. An added feature of this issue was the "Crusader's
Song," the -words which are:
We are Crusaders, living for our King.
We are so happy as we march along and sing.
Onward to victory; let ycur voices ring.
We are loyal Crusaders for our King.^0
2^F.M. Church, The Crusader's Guide, Prepared by the Commission on
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General Council, 19 57. In 1957 a major step in the scope and ef
fectiveness of the Department of Intermediate Youth was taken in the
creation of a General Council to advise and criticize the work done by
the Todds. Previous to this they were left to their own iniative and
creativity. This Council would give them help from some of the most
capable people from the local level working with the program and putting
into action the ideas developed, at headquarters; It. also gave its de
cided backing to proposals and recommendations which the Department made
to the Commission on Christian Education. It was from this Council that
advice, ideas, and plans for changes, new additions and promotions came.
The Todds heaviest responsibilities were henceforth shared with the Coun
cil. It also meant that any action taken was the action of an impersonal
body, rather than that of individuals. Each of the five persons serving
on the Council served for one year without pay. Their specific responsi
bilities were to conduct CYC workshops throughout the denomination for
leadership training, represent the program at conventions, speak at CYC
rallies and serve as evangelists for CYC camps. They could accept speak
ing engagements from any part of the Church and shared in the promotional
responsibility of the headquarters staff.
Herald Program, 1959. In 1959 the answer to requests from the
field for a program for still younger children than the Cadets came in
the permission from the Commission for the establishment of the Herald
program alongside that of the Crusader and Cadet. "Herald Kits" were
Christian Education, (Winona Lake, Ind., F.M. Publishing House,
1958), p. 22.
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made available to interested local churches. It was also recognized
that with the age groupings being determined on the local level, a lack
of uniformity was the result. Action taken at this same meeting of the
Commission set the age limits for the three groups to correspond with
the age divisions of the SS. This limited Heralds to the primary chil
dren, Cadets to. the junior children, and Crusaders to the junior. high
teens. The Cadet program was begun to separate the juniors from the
junior high group and to make a program distinct and effective for both.
There was the recognized aim of interesting the junior child in a pro
gram of activities which would keep him in the Church until he was old
enough to register in the Crusader program. The program for the primary
group came as an aid to those local churches that had vision, facilities
and a staff to work with this age level. The local church had the option
of accepting this program if it felt it had the resources to carry it
through effectively. With the addition of these two younger groups, the
vision of headquarter staff for the junior high was not lost. Their
primary concern was still for the Crusader, and even though the name
"Intermediate Youth" now embarrassed children from six to . fourteen years,
the major emphasis remained with the intermediate years of twelve to
fourteen.
The Herald program was designed to be fully coordinated with the
SS department. It was highly recommended that this group, if formed, be
kept entirely separate from the other two groups. Again the rank system
was carried to these early years and material designed specifically
for their activities was made available from the denominational
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head office. With the introduction of the three levels, it was impera
tive that the leadership aid material be also on three age levels. Until
this time, the Cadet leaders improvised with the material sent for the
Crusaders. This had caused sw^ impairment of effectiveness but had
worked reasonably well. Since it was impossible for Crusader material to
be adapted to the level of first grade, in i960 leadership aids were pub
lished for each age grouping.
Curriculum for Missions. I960. It the General Conference held in
Winona Lake in i960 a joint curriculum for the CIC and JMS was adopted
for the study of F.M. mission fields. Prior to this each organization
had its own curriculum, each giving its own credit toward rank advance
ment. Now the credits given by one are accepted by the other. An out
line of study books was begun which would combine the individual study
into one united whole. The plans were laid for a nine-year curriculum,
emphasizing one mission work each year in the three major areas of F.M.
missions. The curriculum design is such that if a child begins as a
first grader a Herald and continues through to a Crusader in the ninth
grade, he will have studied all the mission fields of the Church. To
date three study books have appeared: Mwene of the Congo, by Betty
Ellen Cox, published in I963, Treasure in the Dominican, by Alene Gil-
more, and China' s Four Sons, by Carolyn Winslow. The accompanying plan
(p. 37) outlines the studies in preparation, or in the planning stage.
The final course will not be completed until 1971.
Light and Life CYC Serj.es. I960. In 1957 planning began for a
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series of lessons to be used to better acquaint the child with God, with
living a Christian life, and with the heritage of the F.M. Church.
These were designed for the two then existing groups�Crusaders and
Cadets�and were to be in three units. Each unit consisted of four les
sons making a total of twelve lessons for each group. These were de
signed to be used at CYC camps or during the regular CYC year. The first
Light and Li fe Crusader CYC Series, both the teacher's manual and the
pupil's workbook, was published in 1958. The equivalent series for the
Cadets appeared at the same time. The theme for both was the same, "Ex
ploring Truths about God and Me," but the content was as would be
expected, on different levels to meet the needs and abilities of the
pupils. In the following year the second unit for both groups was made
available. The theme here was "Crusading Today in God's Army," empha
sizing the Christian life. In i960 the final unit was published with the
theme "Our Church and Me." The material in these units' was based on and
supplemental to the booklet used by the Church for membership preparation
Because of this there exists a duplication of material presented to the
local pastor for the training classes for junior membership�the Light
gnd Life CYC Series, and material prepared by the Leadership and Service
Training Department of the Church. This causes some confusion on the
local level, and the pastor is left to decide which he will use. The
CYC series is tied closely to the achievement system and would be dif
ficult to abandon. Because of this confusion and duplication the junior
membership emphasis of the CYC is not as strong as the Directors feel
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it could be .
Leadership Trr- ~ing. Recognizing that the success of the program
on the local level is with the leadership it receives, it has been
the continual concc.. of the Directors to provide material for the up
grading of the CYC staff. Service training courses were designed and
offered. As has already been pointed out, it was early made a require
ment that the local CYC Director become certified before the chapter
could receive recognition and receive official publications. A program
that each certified Director train another met with success throughout
the Church. Workshops at conference camps added to the impetus of the
General Directors to have more workers in the field who are well ac
quainted with the program and the methods of working with children of
the intermediate years. Recently what is tentatively called a "Master
CYC Director's Course" is taking hold among the more eager members of
the local churches.
Curriculum for Camping. Camping is a subject close to the hearts
of the Todds and it is not surprising to see publications coming off the
press for use in summer CYC camps. In the spring of 1964 a joint effort
of the Department of Intermediate Youth and the Light and Life Press was
made available in the form of the Christian Youth Camper Curriculum.
Camping for Christian Youth , written by Rev. and Mrs. Floyd Todd in
1963, was adopted as the official manual. Materials included in this
29personal interview with Rev. F.M. Todd, Dec, 1965.
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curriculum series are annual publications giving the camp themes and out
lines of the programs: Camping: for Christian Youth, Camp Trailbook for
Christian Youth, an attractive record booklet for the camper, Campcraft.
by C. T. Hammett, outl:....~ng camping arts, and the Bible exploration
series of lessons called These Are God' s Wonders.
These Guides are permanent materials, not part of a cycle,
but usable according to the choice of the camp committee in any
camp for any year, or in different camps the same year. Each
Bible Exploration is prepared for five days of classes. For
longer camps, two courses may be used as companion courses,
but each companion course is complete in itself. Seven
courses are adaptable to both junior and junior high ages;
five are especially for junior high ages or young teens. 30
Topics included in this curriculum are the plan of salvation, Christian
living, spiritual lessons from nature, character studies of Biblical
people, the compilation of the Scriptures, vocations for Christian youth,
a comparative study of modern-day religions, evolution, basic doctrines,
and social relationships of youth. Although the first units were pub
lished in 1964 the last ones were completed only in the spring of 1966.
Junior-hiph-C Quizzing. 19 63. Junior-high-C quizzing has become a
supplement to the Crusader program. Bible quizzing has been an. active
and enthusiastic part of the FMY and many of the Crusaders were anxious
to be a part of the excitement. The course of studies set up by the FMY
was too advanced for the intermediates and the age levels were not always
compatible. Quizzing on the junior high level is another step toward
-'F.M. Church, Christian Youth Camper Curriculum (Winona Lake,
Light and Life Press), brochure.
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offering a full program of activities for the youth of this age within
the Church, It is not meant to take the place of the other curricula
offered, and it is strongly suggested that the quizzing be used only for
the Sunday evening pro^ , not to be introduced into the week-day meet
ings. It differs from senior high quizzing in that there is no jumping,
and the same subject matter is used each year. Team sizes are not
rigidly maintained, so that all may be included. The subject matter is
taken from The Free Methodist Catechism, and the Scripture Pocket Kit I
for Christian Workers . Rules and regulations are outlined in a booklet
called Quiz for Junior High Crusaders, available from the denominational
office. New material for this activity is being planned for the near
future .
Age Limitations , 1959. As has been noted there has been some con
fusion about the age limits for the various groups. This not only posed
a problem within the CYC program, but with the FMY and the SS as well.
Through the years various combinations of membership were tried, result
ing in the present agreement between those concerned that a Crusader can
not become a member of the FMY until he is fifteen years of age. Where
the public school system is on a four-year- basis an exception is made.
In that situation it is felt that the ninth grader should be included
with the rest of his classmates in the FMY organization.
Film Strip, 19_64. In 1964 another feature from the promotional
corner of the Department was made public in the release of the film strip,
Mr. Layman, which is based on the true story of a boy from a non-Christian
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home who, through the efforts of the CYC, was converted. Later, his
parents were converted and became active in the local church program.
Other Publications . Other material coming from the denominational
head office have included the following: The Bishop and His Lady. Ideas
Unlimited, Successful Honor Councils . Truth in Action, and Life Stories.
A series of booklets prepared for the child on living a Christian life,
knowing Christ, and knowing about the F.M. Church have been published.
The "CYC Charter" is a department newsletter sent to the local Directors
with current CYC news . The Guides both for Directors and Crusaders have
received numerous printings, as has the Cadet Trail. A similar manual
for the Herald was completed in 19 65 and is called Herald Highways.
This is not an exhaustive list, for there are many other booklets,
pamphlets, promotional articles and helps which are not available to this
writer. It is quite evident that the material that has come from this
one office in the past thirteen years is phenomenal. The major spear
head behind all of this has been Mrs. Pauline Todd with her creative
ability. She has had a host of helpers, but most of the material has at
some time gone through her capable hands, if not as its author, as its
editor . Nor can we say that a job has been half done, for the materials
made available to the worker in CYC are of very high quality. The cur
riculum has been well planned and is well balanced between experience,
activity, and Biblical content. Samples of the leadership aids, craft
suggestions, and suggestions for Honor Council activities are enclosed
in Appendix A. These illustrate the detail and thought that has gone
into the preparation of aids for the local workers in the program.
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IV. CONCLUSION
The CYC program of the F.M. Church, and in recent years of the
Wesleyan Methodist and the Pil Holiness Churches, has been developed
to meet a need within the Chur^.. for the intermediate years of the
child. This need was seen and answers sought in the late 1930' s, but it
was soon realized that help was needed on the denominational level. The
CYC program began as a part of the SS program, but so organized did not
make a significant contribution to the objective of holding intermediate
youth in the church. This was partly due to the lack of leadership.
This does not mean that the General Secretary of the Sunday Schools for
this period was an incapable man, but with the other duties which de
manded his attention, he was unable to devote the time needed to develop
the program. With the establishment of the Department of Intermediate
Youth and the employment of a full-time Director for the purpose of de
veloping the organization, the Church took positive steps toward meeting
an acknowledged need, demonstrating its confidence in the proposed
department as a way of meeting this need.
The Todds came to their new duties with experience in Scouting and
4-H clubs behind them. The work they have done in making the program a
recognized and respected feature of the Church, not only in North America,
but on the mission field, bespeaks the sincerity with which they assumed
the responsibilities laid upon them. Their main concern has always been
with the junior high ages, but they have seen the need for a similar
program for the younger children, and in the course of seven years de
veloped the Crusading theme to reach the primary level. The Light and
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Life CYC Series, the Christian Youth Campers Curriculum and the mission
study show their awareness of the needs of present day youth, their prob
lems and questions. The .re approached honestly, discussed, and a
Christian answer sought. ae emphasis on the training of the Directors
on the local level is indeed commendable, for it is only as the quality
of the leader is demonstrated that the success of the program can be
seen. The best materials cannot produce an effective program without in
formed and trained leaders who are willing to put themselves into the
very fibre of the curriculum. Nor is the idea given that once a Director
has been certified he has fulfilled all requirements. Additional courses
are offered, as is seen in the Master Plan, which includes five advanced
courses. Courses from the Department of Leadership and Service Training
are combined with these to give a coordinated course of study.
Whenever a new department is created and a new position filled, it
faces the task of fitting itself into the already existing structure so
as to find its place, and to learn to work well with all others concerned
in accomplishing the overall goals. It would be too much to expect that
this was done by this department without effort or anxiety. Through the
years the problems have been faced and worked out. It appears today that
the lines of communication have become clear, and that all concerned have
learned to accept each other and make room for another arm of the Church,
endeavoring to meet a need which its Directors see as vital to the wel
fare of the children of the Church, and to the Church itself.
CHAPTER III
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROGRAM
The previous cl _.ier was devoted to outlining the historical back
ground of the CYC program, and the work of the Department of Intermediate
Youth. This chapter will outline the actual implementation of the
organisation in the local church. This will include the duties of the
personnel involved, the activities of the weekly meetings, and the
achievement system for the three age levels. The emphasis will be on the
Crusaders because this is the major concern of the entire program. It is
on this basis that the Cadet and Herald programs are based,
I . SURVEY OF THE DENOMINATIONAL AND CONFERENCE ORGANIZATION
Department of Intermediate Youth. The constitution adopted by the
General Conference in 1951 has been included in the previous chapter.
The Department of Intermediate Youth is an integral part of the Commis
sion on Christian Education and as such takes an active part in the
educational aim of the Church. The Director of this department is
elected by the Board of Administration. It is his duty to organize the
program, to authorize changes, and to provide the local chapters with
leadership materials. In 1957 a General Council was established to help
in the planning, training, and promotion of CYC.
Conference Director. According to the Discipline1 each conference
-^F.M. Church, Doctrines and Discipline of the Free Methodist^ Church
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is to elect a conference Director for the promotion of the year-round
program. This Director is nominated by the Conference Board of Chris
tian Education, becoming a mer or thereof upon election. A camp Director
can also be elected by the cc. rence or chosen by the Board. Having
district Directors is left to the discretion of the conference Director.
Local Director. In order to explain what will follow in the de
scription of the workings of the program within the Church, it is
necessary to have well in mind the details of the local organization.
The accompanying chart on page three of this organizational structure
provides further clarification. The local congregation elects the Gener
al Director. If desired, a CYC committee may first be appointed to
recommend nominations for this position, and to later help in the selec
tion of other staff members. The local CYC Director is elected by the
congregation and Is responsible for the supervision of the activities of
the local CYC chapter. He is a member of the Board of Christian Educa
tion, and is responsible to it for the fulfillment of his duties.
Staff members will include a Director for the Crusaders, for the
Cadets, and one for the Heralds. These groups are broken into "Squadrons'"
of five or six CYCers each, and each squadron requires a "Squadron Assist
ant." The program chairmen, one for each of the five emphases of the
program, complete the needed personnel.
The General Director should be a layman, a spiritual leader, and an
(Winona Lake, Ind. , F.M. Publishing House, 1964), par. 620, Article
IV.
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informed person. It is required that he be a member of the F.M. Church
and have a clear Christian witness. It is emphasized that the Director
be a spiritual person, no-;: ly because of the example he sets for the
youth, but because his li:. . s under constant scrutiny from his staff and
from the CYCers. If he -takes his duties as his personal responsibility
to God, he will want to fulfill them to Eis glory. The evangelization of
every child under his direction should be his constant concern and prayer.
Before his local chapter can be registered he will need to become
a certified Director. It is imperative that he know as much about the
workings and the aims of the program as possible. It will be under his
direction that the program will meet with success or failure. His re
sponsibilities will include representing the CYC staff and program on the
Board of Christian Education and presiding over the CYC committee meet
ings. The entire operation of the CYC comes under his jurisdiction, and
it is his responsibility to see that it is run smoothly and effectively.
He calls regular staff meetings for planning the activities for the
coming months. Leadership aid materials from the denominational office
will come to the Director for distribution to his staff members. Publi
city and promotion are part of his duties, as is the stewardship of the
chapter's finances. Honor Council will be his main concern in October,
January, and May, for which he will plan with the help of his staff.
With the emphasis from headquarters on "each one train one," the Direc
tor will want to train many of his staff members as certified leaders.
In the area of records it falls to the General Director to report to the
pastor the information needed for annual report, to provide the needed
fy7
information for the Christian Education Standard,2 and for the quarterly-
reports .
Sectional Directors. Under the General Director are sectional
Directors for each of the three major divisions of the program. The re
sponsibilities for all three are the same. They preside over the week
day meetings. Each Director conducts the activities of taking the
pledges, supervising "Squadron Check" and "Report," overseeing the "Ad
vancement Time," and giving the "Director's Orders." Record-keeping
includes the newcomers sheet, the chapter notebook, the Squadron Check
records, all records of registration, dues paid, individual CYCer
achievement records, the purchase of supplies, and the giving of credit
for the passing of requirements. In his relationship to the General
Director he reports the CYCer of the month, presents any business of con
cern to his group at committee meetings, and keeps his superior informed
on the registered CYCers. Within the workings of his group he has under
his supervision the program chairman, or chairmen, and the squadron as
sistants. In working closely with his staff he should help plan the
weekly activities, and give leadership material to the appropriate per
sonnel. The dates of the various emphases are set by the sectional
Director. It is his responsibility to have a well-informed staff. He is
also a contact man, wanting to take a special interest in the newcomers
and the absentees. The absence of leaders and staff members will be of
^This publication is designed for evaluation of the educational
program of the local church.
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special concern, but with proper and courteous communications between
Director and staff this need not cause undue frustration.
Squadron Assistant. The person with the greatest contact to the
individual CYCer is --�j Squadron Assistant. He is appointed by the
General Director and his staff, and because of the influence he can have
should be chosen with prayer and care. The squadron of which he is in
charge should not exceed five or six CYCers with at least one squadron
for each rank. He will keep individual record sheets on the progress of
each CYCer in his squadron as rank and badge requirements are passed.
These records will be given to the sectional Director for registration
of credit and the ordering of the pins, badges, and insignia. These are
given at Honor Council. Other records he is asked to keep include at
tendance, date of registration, and the names and addresses of his CYCers.
As newcomers come he helps them "earn their colors" and register. Dur
ing the period of Squadron Check he helps record the "honor points" for
each CYCer. The greatest contribution and indeed the biggest responsi
bility of the Squadron Assistant is that of Christian nurture. If he is
conscious of spiritual needs, he can make his goal of the salvation of
every CYCer in his squadron a reality. Opportunity is built into the
requirements for discussion of the meaning of salvation, the need for
it, and the way it is acquired, which gives the alert assistant oppor
tunity to make personal application. He is not restricted to the few
minutes he has with the boys and girls during the scheduled activities
of CYC but should feel it his responsibility to work and play with then-
outside the church structured program. If he is the SS teacher his
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opportunities are widened for nurturing each child. His example not
only in Christian living, but in his conduct within the classroom, his
demand for honest, fair discipline, and his general attitude will all
have a lasting effect on the impressionable mind of the child of CYC
age.
Program Chairmen . To the program chairmen fall the planning and
presentation of the "Order of the Evening" which emphasizes five areas
of concern: religious, educational, social, handcraft, and missions.
The person in charge of an area of emphasis will want to meet with the
Director and plan his programs for the entire year. The leadership aids
which come to him through his Director are for his information, help and
guidance. They are not meant to be followed rigidly, but leave room for
the chairman's own creativity. The achievement system is so structured
that the evening's emphasis can be used in helping pass badge and rank
requirements. The chairman should keep this in mind and be aware of the
order in which the CYCer will be earning his achievements so as to be of
maximum help to him. His responsibility to plan and present the weekly
programs does not mean that all this must be done by himself. He is
free to enlist the help of anyone best fitted to his planned presenta
tion.. He should, however, feel himself a part of the total CYC program,
and avail himself of every opportunity to mix with and become a "pal"
with as many of the CYCers as he can. By knowing them, their background,
and their interests, he will better be able to fit his presentations' to
their needs and concerns. It too should be his concern that all ex
perience the saving grace of God in their individual lives.
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Correlation with Sunday School. The way the CYC program fits in
to the local church structure can best be shown by means of a triangle:
SS class
CYC Sunday evening CYC week-day
service activities^
Figure 2
Junior High or Crusader's Sunday School Class
In order to avoid competition for the child's attention developing be
tween the various interests of the church, there must be a definite
correlation between the SS and the CYC programs. The SS class becomes
the focal point of all CYC activity. All CYCers should be members of
their respective SS classes. Because of the corresponding age groupings
in both the CYC and the SS the child need not be with two separate
groups. The same children that make up a CYC squadron should make up
the corresponding age level SS class. If at all possible the teacher
should be the squadron assistant or another member of the CYC staff.
The week-day activities of the. CYC then become the activities of the SS
class .
4p.M. Church, Director's Guide, Prepared by the Department of In
termediate Youth (Winona Lake, Ind., F.M. Publishing House, 1965). p. 9.
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The Sunday evening service is a time for Bible study and train
ing. The advisor of these activities should be a member of the CYC
staff. Work on the
~
t and Life CYC Series, on the mission study, on
religious badges and requirements, on quizzing, or choirs can set the
theme for these meetings. The Junior-high-C Quiz has been recommended
for this time of fellowship.
The week-day activities are the heart of the CYC program, and it
is here that the uniqueness of the program is seen. It is in the week
day meetings that the true Crusading theme and necessary regimentation
Is found. The emphasis of this chapter will be on this phase of the
total program
II. DEFINITION OF TEEMS
Before going further a list of definitions of terms unique to the
CYC program is necessary. Some have already been mentioned and it will
prove useful to be aware of meanings as the program is described.
Ranks: The Crusader girls throughout their three years are known
as "Pilgrims" and the Crusader boys as "Knights." The Pilgrims are
further classified into three groups, called ranks, according to grades.
The seventh grade Pilgrim is in Rank One and is called a Traveler. In
Rank Two (grade eight) she is an Explorer, and in Rank Three (grade
nine) an Overcomer. Similarily the boys are Pages, Esquires, and Honor
Knights. Within the Cadet program, the boys and girls are not divided,
and are Pals, Volunteers, and Messengers. The Heralds are not named but
only referred to by grade.
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Award Pins: The pins earned by the Cadets and given for the ful
fillment of specified requirements.
Badges: Extra-;. icular activity awards designed for the CYCer
to devlop his own hob'., . o and talents. Each activity carries its own
distinct symbol .
Banneret: The name given the CYCer who is appointed by the Direc
tor as the leader of his squadron.
The Charge: A verbal commitment recited at the close of each
chapter meeting.
CYCer of the Month: The special honor for the CYCer who has the
highest standing in honor points for the month.
Earning the Colors: Each newcomer of Crusader age is required to
meet the qualifications of attendance, knowing the pledge, the song, the
purpose, the charge, and the sign. When he has completed these he has
"earned the colors."
Enlistment: The name given to earning the colors for the Cadets,
and including the Cadet promise and signs instead of the Crusader pur
pose and sign.
Fairbairn Award: The highest award that a Cadet can earn, given
in honor of Bishop Fairbairn and his wife.
Honor Council: A special program to which the entire church is
invited designed for the presentation of the awards earned in the
previous months. Honor Councils are held in October, January, and May.
Honor Points: The points earned each week by the CYCer for tasks
done and reported during Squadron Check. They include being present,
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wearing the uniform, bringing a newcomer, attending the F.M. SS, attend
ing a church service, passing rank requirements, and passing badge
requirements .
Insi^"i The .rd, an insignia, given when a Crusader has com
pleted all twelve requirements for his rank.
Marshal: The president of the chapter. He is an elected officer
from among the CYCers.
Newcomer: The attendant who has not earned his colors is con
sidered a newcomer.
Rank Circle: The emblem worn by the Heralds to indicate their
rank.
Rank Seal: The emblem worn by the Cadet to indicate his rank.
Roberts Award: The highest award available to the Crusader is in
honor of the founder of the F.M. denomination and his wife.
Service Rings : The number of rings around the rank seal, indicat
ing the number of years the Cadet has been a CYCer.
Service Stars : The number of stars representing the number of
years a Herald has been a CYCer.
Todd Award: The highest award offered to the Herald.
III. CRUSADER CHAPTER MEETING
The aim of each adult involved in the CYC program is to win each
child to Christ and the Church. It is a major concern of the Director
of the CYC program that loyalty to the F.M. Church be instilled within
each CYCer. Because of this emphasis it will be noted throughout the re
quirements and qualification for awards that attendance at Free Methodist
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FIGURE 3
ATTENTION FORMATION^
-'F.M. Church, Crusader's Guide. Prepared by the Commission on Chris
tian Education (Winona Lake, Ind., F.M. Publishing House, I965), p. 25.
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functions are stressed.
At Attentir The Director opens the weekly meeting with a five
minute period c ad "At Attent:. n." The Crusaders line up in front of
the Director a>- carding to the!,.- rank and form the following formation.
The Crusaders line within their rank in the order of earned achievements
with the highest being closest to the Banneret, and the newcomer at the
end. All, including the Director, are at attention making the CIC
Crusader sign (hands crossed over the heart). The Crusader theme song
is sung and the pledges are recited. "The Crusader's Song" is now the
official song of all CYC groups ;" The Marshal leads the group in the
pledge to the nation's flag, and the Christian flag. The traditional
posture is used for these salutes. The CYC pledge is taken with the
hands in the position of the CYC sign.
I pledge myself as a Christian Youth Crusader to do my part
toward advancing the Kingdom of God. My word is not given
lightly, for I will daily try to live a clean life�physically,
morally, and spiritually�with Jesus as my example and
Saviour. "7
The CYCer of the month is in charge of the care of the flags. Newcomers
are welcomed by the Director and temporarily assigned to a squadron.
They may form a separate squadron of their own until they have earned
their colors, or they may be included in the squadron corresponding to
their grade level.
Squadron Check . The Director blows his whistle and announces
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"Squadron Check." The Bannerets lead their respective squadrons to
designated places where they are in charge of checking the honor points
for each squadron member. The Bannerets receive the Squadron Report
Card from the h.�hal before leading the squadrons to the check points.
The time allotment for Squadron Check is ten minutes.
Squadron Report. At the blowing of the Director's whistle the
squadrons again re-assemble in their previous formation. The Marshal
asks for the total score of each squadron, which the Bannerets report.
Badges and ranks earned during the week are given mention. Newcomers
who have earned their colors are presented to the Director to receive
the Charge. The Marshal receives the report cards and announces the
honor squadron for that evening.
For a newcomer to become a Crusader he must know and be able to
recite the pledges, the purpose (refer to quotation 23, of Chapter II ,
page 30) and the Crusader's Song. He must know the sign, and be able to
take the Charge.
Be Brave�We are brave to do the right, to shun evil, to face
danger'.
Be Ready�We are ready for service, for study, for fun!
Be Loyal�We are loyal to God and the Church, to family and
friends, to the CYC and its directors'.
When the newcomer is introduced to the Director by the Banneret, a scarf
is draped around his neck and he is given the Charge to which he re
sponds. His registration fee and payment for his scarf should be
received at this time.
�Tbid.. p. 18.
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Chapel Moments . Again the whistle is blown and Chapel Moments are
announced. This fifteen minute period consists of choruses, songs, par
ticipation by the Crusaders in Scripture reading, testimonies, and
prayer. This time can be used to ^oed advantage in giving the CYCers a
chance to learn to pray in public, to voice victories, or to share prob
lems. The last meeting of every month is devoted to the mission theme,
and this period. of meditation should carry this concern through prayer
requests for, and comments on, the mission fields of the Church.
Director' s Orders . These short five minutes are allotted for a
brief, but pointed devotional talk by the Director.
Advancement Time. Advancement Time is a fifteen minute period for
individual work on requirements and badges. If disciplined properly it
can be a profitable time for each CYCer.
Order of the Evening . This is the main part of the meeting and
consists of the special feature of one of the areas of concern, presented
by the program chairman. The planned activities will center around
religious and evangelistic emphases, social meetings for fun and fellow
ship, educational presentations, handcraft projects for the development
of skills and hobbies, and mission projects. This pattern follows the
purpose of the CYC to strengthen the physical, mental and spiritual
aspects of the total person.
The Charge. At the end of the Order of the Evening the Director
will again blow the whistle, and call for attention. He leads the
children in the CYC Charge and a short dismissal prayer.
IV . CADETS
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Promise. The Cadet "ogram is essentially the same as that for
Crusaders. The routine .he weekly meeting is the same except for the
use of the Cadet Promise � . place of the CYC Purpose.
Taking Jesus as my Example and Saviour, as a Cadet Crusader
I will try to increase in wisdom, stature and in favor with
God and man.9
Sl'-ns. The Cadets have a series of signs which are said with, and
explain the Promise.
The first sign is for 'Saviour* and is used when this word is
said in the Promise. Holding hands with all five fingers point
ing outward, palm toward palm, bend the middle finger of the
right hand toward the left and strike the center of the left
palm with it; withdraw it, and repeat with left middle finger
against right palm. (This shows the nails driven into Christ's
hands . )
The second sign means 'Mind.' Tap the forehead with the middle
finger of the right hand as the word "wisdom" is said.
The third sign means 'Body' and is used x-fhen the word "stature"
is said. With all five fingers straight out from palm make a
broad sweep with the right hand down the body.
The fourth sign means 'God.' Hold the right hand with thumb
and index finger parallel, other fingers bent to palm, raise
hand to eye level, then bring hand down to waist keeping
fingers pointing upxrard, which means they are pointing to
heaven.
The fifth sign means 'Others' and is used when the word "man"
is said. Hold right hand with all fingers folded except thumb.
With a motion from right to left using all the forearm, make a
semicircle in the air with end of thumb; repeat twice.-1-0
9f.M. Church, Cadet Trails , Prepared by the Commission on Chris
tian Education (Winona Lake, Ind. , F.M. Publishing House, 19^5), p. 13-
10Ibid. . pp. 14-15.
The honor points vary in only one part. Whereas the Crusader received
credit for rank requirements, the Cadet receives credit for award pins
earned. This only indicates a difference in the achievement system of
the two programs. W_�. reference to their uniforms the Cadettes wear
the crew caps, and the Cadets the ball caps. The award pins and Rank
Seals can be worn on these caps.
Enlistment. Enlistment into the Cadet program is gained when the
newcomer has
attended three meetings, learned the meaning of the CYC Shield,
the Cadet PROMISE, the Cadet SIGNS, the Crusader's SONG and the
PLEDGES to the two flags. . . , His gold scarf is draped around
his neck, and he personally gives the PROMISE in front of his
chapter. His REGISTRATION FEE (fifty cents per year) is also
brought at this time so he may receive his proper RANK SEAL. A
Newcomer will automatically enter the Rank in CYC of the grade
he is in in the public school.H
V . HERALDS
Children of the primary ages do not require as elaborate a program
as the older groups. Meetings should be informal and suited to the in
dividual groups. Squadron Check can be dispensed, and it is not neces
sary to have the "At Attention" period. Enlistment for the Herald is
reduced in requirements to fit his ability. He is required to attend
three meetings, know the Herald Promise, the Crusader's Song, and the
Pledges to the national and Christian flags. He then receives his En
listment Seal, paying his registration fee which entitles him to his
F.M. Church, Director1 s Guide, Prepared by the Commission on
Christian Education (Winona Lake, Ind. , F.M. Publishing House, 1965).
p. 92.
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proper Rank Circle. The Director drapes him if the local chapter is
using the Herald scarves.
The Herald Promise is, "As a young Herald, I -will try to please
Jesus in all I do anJ. say. "12 A special Herald chorus has been written.
We're Jesus' Heralds,
Telling His good news
That He came down from heaven and our sins we can lose;
We'll help clear the way
For Him to come in
To every heart to make His home;
Heralds for Him '.13
The Herald uniform consists of the light blue scarf and slide, a beanie
cap, CYC tee shirt, and the red award sash.
VI. ACHIEVEMENT SYSTEM
Crusaders. The Crusader group is broken into three Ranks according
to public school grades. Each Rank is required to complete twelve
requirements for which the award is an insignia presented at Honor Coun
cil. One of the requirements is to earn a badge, but beyond this the
Pilgrim or Knight is not limited in the number of badges he or she can
earn. CYCers should not concentrate on the badges at the expense of
the requirements, for it is for the latter they receive credit toward
the final award. Requirements can be changed by the local Director be
cause of physical conditions or topography that make them impossible to
complete. The CYCer is not allowed to work beyond the requirements of
12F.M. Church, Herald Highways. Prepared by the Commission on Chris
tian Education, (Winona Lake, Ind., F.M. Publishing House, 1965). P� 8-
13lbid.
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his Rank. If he completes the requirements of his Rank before the end
of the year, he can work on badges. The finished work of either badge,
or the requirement must be checked by the Director or an appointee of
the Director. The highest award offered a Crusader is the Roberts Award
�for the Pilgrims the Ellen Lois Roberts Award and for the' Knights the
Benjamin Titus Roberts Award. To win this award the following are
required:
1. Be recommended by the Director and pastor.
2. Be an Honor Knight or Overcomer Pilgrim.
3. Read The Bishop and Kis Lady.
4. Earn at least 16 badges, eight of which are specified (church
loyalty, church membership, citizenship, handcraft, public speak
ing, Sunday School, and FEY) . Only one camper badge and one
specialist badge may be applied toward the 16.
5. Be in the ninth grade.14
The Requirements for Rank One are:
1. Study with your Director or one he appoints any one of the
Pupil 1 s Manuals , Light and Life CYC Series which you have not
completed before.
2. Learn twelve Scripture verses that explain the Bible Plan of
Salvation . 15
3. By outdoor cooking methods, cook these foods: eggs, bacon or
ham, potatoes or corn, bread.
4. Send birthday cards to six missionaries, learn about their
work. Pray daily for a missionary for a month.
5. Be able to demonstrate simple parliamentary practices, includ
ing how to address the chair, how to make a motion, how an officer
is elected.
6. Do a good turn for your CYC Director, your Sunday school
teacher, your pastor, or pastor's wife.
7. Read your Bible every day for a month.
8. Make your bed every day for a month and keep your bedroom in
order.
^Director's Guide, p_p_. cit. , pp. 83-84.
15These verses emphasize the curse of man, disobedience as the
cause of the fall, the duel nature of sin, universality of sin, and
false security.
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9. Earn two dollars, tithe the money, and deposit at least one
dollar in a savings account. Look up tithing Scriptures.
10. Attend Sunday evening youth or family services four times.
11. Learn to swim twenty-five feet r< :ing any stroke. Tread water
for one m:. 3.
12. Earn t enlevement badge,16
Rank Two Require cs are advanced somewh,.., to meet the advancing abili
ties of the Crusader.
1. Study with your Director or one he appoints any one of the
Pupil's Manuals, Light and Life CYC Series, Crusader level.
2, Learn twelve Scripture verses about the Bible Plan of
Salvation. '
3. Take a two-mile hike, noting plant and animal life.
4. Read six Missionary Tidings . Learn about six missionaries.
Help prepare box or send gifts to missionaries.
5- Answer questions your Director asks about "Manners for Cru
saders . "
6. Give five .hours of service to your pastor, pastor's wife, or
church.
7. Read your Bible daily for two months. Pray daily for an un-
. ayed friend.
8. Keep the Health Chart in your Crusader's Guide for three weeks.
9. Draw a diagram of a football field, baseball diamond, and
basketball floor. Know the simple rules of the games.
10. Attend Sunday evening youth or family services four times.
11. Be able to swim fifty feet by any stroke and to float for two
minutes .
12. Earn two more achievement badges,18
Rank Three Requirements complete the Crusader's years as a CYCer.
1, Study with your Director or one he appoints any one of the
Pupil ' s Manuals . Light and Life CYC Series. Crusader level.
2. Learn twelve Scripture verses about the Bible Plan of
Salvation. 19
"*"^F.M. Church, Crusader's Guide. Prepared by the Commission on Chris
tian Education (Winona Lake, Ind . , F.M. .Publishing House, 1965), pp. 45-46.
17
These verses emphasize Salvation through Christ, God's invitation
to man, and man's responsibility.
18Ibid.. pp. 55-56.
^These verses emphasize Christian living, the necessity of remain
ing true to the faith, steadfastness, fruitbearing, and the grace of God.
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3- Participate in a CYC overnight camping trip.
4. Read the Missionary Tidings . Make missions map. Pay Penny-
-�-Day pledge.
5. Carefully consider the problems, "Shall I Become a Drinker,"
and "Shall I Become a Smoker?" These are two of the most impor
tant decision.:: you will make. Use the Temperance Kit from Head
quarters to I. ,_p you decide.
6. Give fivt h^urs of service to your local church or church
leaders .
?. Read your Bible daily for three months. Make and use a prayer
list.
8. Learn the names of the Free Methodist schools.. Interview for
mer students. Send for advertizing.
9. Attend CYC summer camp for one camping season,
10. Attend Sunday evening youth or family services twelve times,
11, Be, able to swim fifty feet using two different strokes and to
make a simple dive.
12. Earn three more achievement badges. 20
A further note needs to be made about the scripture verses required
in these three ranks. By the time he has completed the third rank the
Crusader will have thirty-six verses outlining the message of the Bible.
He will have knowledge of sin and its origin, its remedy and how constant
victory over sin can be maintained. These verses have been designed to
show the child his need of Salvation, how he can be saved, and how he can
grow in his Christian walk. An effective squadron assistant or Director,
working with Intermediates has an excellent opportunity for personal ap
plication on any level. These verses are correlated to the work done by
the CYCer in his SS class, and he can receive credit in SS for having
learned scripture verses In CYC.
Throughout the requirements it will be noted that the physical,
social, mental and spiritual aspects of life have been included. One rank
builds on the former foundation, and it is advantageous for the CYCer to
20Ibid.. pp. 71-72.
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begin with Rank One. These also acquaint the intermediate youth with
church sponsored periodicals, for example, Missionary Tidings , and with
the areas of service ah :. Although church membership is not a given
requirement, it is man.. -y if the Crusader wishes to win the Roberts
award. However, he is required to study the Light and Life CYC Series
which pastors can use for junior membership classes, and will receive
an understanding of the Church heritage, and doctrinal emphasis.
Cadets . The rank of a Cadet corresponds to his grade in public
school. If he comes to CYC in the sixth grade, he becomes a Messenger,
and the following year becomes a Crusader. Advancement within the Cadet
ranks is automatic without the necessity of completing all the require
ments. The award pins which the Cadet will earn are divided into four
major classifications�religious, physical, mental, and social growth.
He, like the Crusader, is not allowed to work ahead on the next rank's
requirements, but he can go back and finish work left undone in the pre
vious ranks. If he completes his work, he can also work on Star Pins
which require doing the alternative requirements outlined for the
regular pins. The Fairbairn Award is the highest award for which the
Cadet may strive. The qualifications for this are:
1. Earn all thirty required pins in the three ranks.
2. Read the story about Bishop and Mrs. Fairbairn.
3. Be in the sixth grade.^
There are ten pins offered for each Cadet rank. The "Belt" is for
21F.M. Church, Cadet Trails, Prepared by the Commission on Chris
tian Education (Winona Lake, Ind., F.M. Publishing House, 1965), p. 33-
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truths learned about the Bible; the "Breastplate" for good deeds done;
the "Helmet" for learning about Salvation and being a Christian; the
"Shoes" for missionary study: the "Shield" for practice of prayer and
faith; the "Sword" _,r the study of the Bible, and the "God and Church"
pin for completion of the Light and Life CYC Series. The three remain
ing pins are on the theme of learning to live with others and include the
"Crown," the "Laurel" and the "Key."
Heralds . As with the Cadet, the Herald is put in the rank which
corresponds to his grade in public school. He is automatically promoted
each year without concern for the amount of work he has done. Heralds
work for "seals," with four available. These are in the areas of knowing
the Bible, helping at home, learning about the mission work of the Church,
and doing good deeds. The requirements for the Todd award are simply to
earn all twelve seals offered, and be in the third grade.
Camping. The camping program is designed specifically for the
Crusaders and Cadets. Curriculum, which has already been mentioned, is
used for five days of classes. If the camp is of ten-day duration, two
courses can be covered. A Camper's Badge is offered for the Crusader,
and a Camper's Pin for the Cadet. Requirements for these are established
by the camp staff, and can be awarded to non-registered CYCers. The
CYCer is not limited to this badge alone, but he can earn others as out
lined in the Manual .
VTI . SUMMARY
Permeating this program is the presentation of the Gospel. It is
6?
presented in the evening's program. It is memorized from the Scripture,
and it is seen in its effects as the youth study life stories of the
saints of the Church and the mission fields. Opportunities are provided
for the adults involved to make personal application in the lives of the
youth with which they work. With an enthusiastic camp at the end of the
year, a climax to all of these influences is provided.
It is the aim of the program to be a part of, rather than separa
ted from, the SS. This is attempted through the staff, through correla
tion and exchange of credits, and through the loosely structured Sunday
evening program. Because church loyalty is a stated goal there is an
emphasis on attendance at Free Methodist SS and church services. The
required courses of the Light and Life CYC Series stress church
membership.
The child is exposed in a personal way to the missionary emphasis
of the Church. He is encouraged to develop habits of Bible reading and
prayer for himself and others. He is taught the way of Christian life
in all his activities from his helpfulness at home, and stewardship of
money to personal devotions and witnessing.
CHAPTER IV
STATISTICAL STUDY
I . THE Nl.i, FOR THE STUDY
The aim of the CYC is to conserve the youth of the Church. Al
though the major goal is to lead young people to Christ, the secondary
goal is to develop in Christian young people loyalty to the Free Method
ist Church. Statements such as those made by Rev. Floyd M. Todd in his
quadrennial report of 1964 would indicate that this goal is indeed being
reached. He writes:
In evangelistic churches the statistical curve is against
anyone trying to conserve this age punior highQ. Yet, in
hundreds of Free Methodist churches Junior High Crusading is
succeeding in doing this. . . . Junior High Crusading is mak
ing an invaluable contribution in holding these youth.1
It was for this reason that the founders organized the program, and it
has been for this purpose that it has been developed to its present
structure. If this aim is being attained it would follow that there
should be evidence of this in the statistics of church growth. With the
program's specific denominational emphasis it must be assumed that most
intermediates who are engaged in it will become junior members of the
Church. If this be true, there should be a positive correlation between
the growth of the junior membership rolls and the disuse of CYC. This
study sought to discover correlations between the use of CYC and church.
^Floyd M. Todd, Quadrennial Report of the Director of Intermediate
Youth . Presented at the General Conference, 1964, (Winona Lake, Ind.,
F.M. Church, 1964), not paged.
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membership, with the presence of a CYC chapter as the independent vari
able. By comparing churches on the basis of chosen dependent variables
on a yearly basic it was possible to contrast the growth of each. The
concern of this chapter is t~ . :line the procedure of research, to re
port the findings as they appear, and to analyze them in the light of
the hypothesis.
II . LIMITATIONS
Source of Data. The statistics used for this study were taken
from the official records of the F.M. Church as published in the Year
Books of 1953 through I965.2 There are distinct limitations inherent in
the use of statistics of this nature, but (l) these are the official
publications of the Church, and (2) they are the only source materials
available to the researcher for the study. More will be said about the
limitations of these statistics in the concluding chapter. Personal in
terviews were conducted with the educational leaders of the denomination
which included the Director of the Department of Intermediate Youth and
his wife, the General Sunday School Secretary, the Director of FMY, and
the Director of Leadership and Service Training.
Scope. This study was limited to the F.M. Church within the conti
nental limits of the United States, and only congregations with forty-
one or more members were included in the sample. The decision to limit
2Prior to 19 56 the combined annual conference minutes were pub
lished under the title Conference Minutes . Since 1956 the title Year
Book has been used.
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the congregations to forty-one or more members was based on two factors.
The number of people needed to operate a CYC program as outlined, re
quires at least ten resourceful adults. For the purpose of the study,
societies3 large encupy, to indicate having a potential for growth were
needed. It would not be appropriate to compare a small struggling con
gregation of a few members with a society with accumulated talents.
Time limitation. The study was further limited to a time span of
eleven years from 1955 to, and including, 1965. The choice of this
period of time was based on the observation that it was during these
years that the CYC. program became recognized as an accepted arm' of the
Church. By 1955 both the Crusader and Cadet programs were in operation,
and leadership aid materials were available for local church use. By
1965 it had expanded to include ages six to fourteen. Quadrennial re
ports indicate a significant upsurge of growth for this period and a
wide acceptance across the denomination.
CYC Variable. A preliminary study was conducted to measure the
growth of the CYC program throughout the Church within an eleven-year
period. From the 1955 and the 19&5 Year Book statistics, the congrega
tions were classified according to their use of the CYC program. They
were further classified according to size into two groups�those of
forty-one members or more, and those of forty members or less. Table
I and Table II indicate that from 1955 to I965 the program became
3a congregation within the framework of the F.M. Church is called
a society.
TABLE I
F. M. SOCIETIES BY SIZE IN 1955 WHICH
HAD, OR DID NOT HAVE, CYC
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Size 1 .."ith CYC j Without CYC Total
41 or more in
total member
ship
V
131
%
30. 1 304
1
69.9
*
435
%
100
40 or less in
total member
ship
77 J 11.9 569 88.1 646 100
Total
j
208 19.2 | 873 80.8 1081 100
TABLE II
F. M. SOCIETIES BY SIZE IN WHICH
HAD, OR DID NOT HAVE, CYC
Size With CYC Without CYC Total
41 or more in
total member
ship
386
%
80.9 91
�L
19.1 477
1
100
40 or less in
total member
ship
242 38.2 391 61.8 633 100
Total 628 56.6 482 43.4 1110 100
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more widely used throughout the denomination, among both large and
small societies.
It will be noted that in 1955 only 131 of the larger societies and
seventy-seven of the smaller societies used CYC, In 19 65 the comparable
numbers were 386 larger and 242 smaller societies. In 1955, 30.1$ of
the larger churches used CYC, but only 11.9$ of the smaller societies.
By I965, however, the statistics show that of the larger societies 80.9$
had CYC, while 38.2$ of the small congregations used it. This indicates
an impressive acceptance of the program in both larger and smaller
churches. Whereas 19.2$ of all societies in 1955 had CYC as part of
their program, 56.6$ of all the societies used the program in I965.
This means that almost three times as many societies used CYC in I965 as
in 1955-
The focus of the remainder of this study is upon the larger
societies from 1955 to I965. This limits the research to 4-35 churches,
classified into two groups�131 which used CYC for eleven consecutive
years, and 304 which did not use CYC.
To determine the constant use or disuse of the CYC program, the
statistical records of each society of forty-one members or more were
examined through the eleven years from 1955 to 1965. The results as
shown in Table III, revealed that of the 304 societies which In 1955
did not use CYC, only eight did not try it at any time through the en
tire eleven years . In contrast, forty-seven of the 131 societies with
forty-one members or more which had CYC in 1955. consistently used the
program for the entire eleven years. Eighty-four societies which had
the program dropped it for at least one year, and 296 societies that did
not have CYC in 1955? used it for at least one year, x^ithin this time
span (1955-1965). Though this disqualified them from the study, it is
interesting to note that less than one-third of the original 131 con
tinued using the prog, an each year. In comparison, 296 added it to
their curriculum. This does not mean that once a society bc^.;: using
CYC it consistently continued the program thereafter. During the 1950'
there was sporadic use by both the 296 and the 842 societies. During
the I960' s this exploratory use becomes less evident and only a few
churches of those studied varied in their consistancy.
TABLE III
F.M. SOCIETIES OF 41 OR KORE IN TOTAL MEMBERSHIP WHICH HAD,
OR DID NOT HAVE CYC FOR THE YEARS 1955 THROUGH 1965
Societies which
had CYC for
eleven years
4?
Societies xohich
did not have CYC
for eleven years
8
Summary. Thus the study was narrowed to two groups of societies,
each of a given size, xd.thin a given time span, and their use of a
given variable. By using CYC as the independent variable eight soci-
ties were singled out which, for eleven years . did not have CYC, as com
pared to forty-seven which had CYC for the same period .
IU. DEPENDENT VARIABLES
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In an attempt to compare the growth patterns of the two groups of
societies a set of dependent variables was defined. These included:
(1) adult membership, junior membership, (3) FMY membership, (4) the
value of church buildi (5) the pastor's salary, (6) SS enrollment,
and (7) SS attendance.
The total membership of the society was divided into adult and
junior members. Preparatory members were not considered. Because of
the emphasis within the CYG program on junior membership (for example, a
requirement for the Roberts Award, the emphasis of the Light and Life
CYG Series) the hypothesis was formulated that correlations should be
apparent between the growth of junior membership and the use of the
program. This is the necessary result if the program retains the inter
mediate age group within the church.^
It is the opinion of denominational leaders that the CYC program
acts as a feeder to the FMY. Where there are no young people to start
a FMY the emphasis is first on the CYC program to build a nucleus for
the starting of this older group.-' So, again the hypothesis was formu
lated that positive correlations exist between the use of CYC and the
growth of an active FMY.
Two economic measures of the progressiveness of a society are in
creases in the church budget and expansion of the physical plant.
There is a definite feeling expressed among the F.M. denomina
tional leaders that the success of the CYC program in securing members
^Ibid., not paged.
5personal interview with Rev. R. Crandell, Director of MY, Dec,
1965.
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for the Church is dependent upon the attitude of the pastor toward ac
cepting junior-high youth into junior membership . 6 It is the opinion
of the Director of the Department of Intermediate Youth that though some
Crusaders are ready for church membership, through the efforts of the
CYC program, they are not given the opportunity to join the Church. ?
Therefore, this writer assumes that the attitude of the pastor is a
crucial Intervening variable between the use of CYC and junior member
ship growth. An unpublished study of the growth of F.M. societies with
in a given conference indicates that there is a direct relationship be
tween the ministry of some ministers and the rate of church growth. 9
These findings led to an attempt to trace the ministry of the pastors
who served the churches with which this study was concerned. Related to
this was the number of years each had served a particular society. If a
church gained members under one minister and lost under a second, and
gained again under a third, a reasonable assumption is that the attitude
of the pastor is an important factor In membership change. If this
Personal interview with members of the Commission of Education,
Dec, 1965-
^Personal interview with Rev. Floyd M, Todd, Dec, 1965.
^An intervening variable may interrupt the direct causal relation
ship between the independent variable and the dependent variable. For
example, an active CYC program could directly affect the growth of
junior members, but because a pastor refuses to accept the CYCer into
church membership, the junior membership records do not show increases.
The pastor would be the intervening variable between the independent and
the dependent variable.
o
7Clyde VanValin, "Statistical Study of the New York Conference,
1920-1950," Term paper prepared for Asbury Theological Seminary, 1951 >
(The Author, John Wesley Foundation, Wilmore, Kentucky), p. 5'
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pattern is consistent throughout a ministerial career, the opinion of
the denominational leaders would tend to be justified.
The CYC, as has been pointed out earlier, is directly related to
the SS. Churches with growing Sunday schools, according to denomina
tional leaders, also have CYC chapters and FMY organizations.10 The CYC
uses the SS class as its base, and emphasizes attendance at the F.M. SS
as is seen in the achievement system. Because of this emphasis it would
seem apparent that a CYC chapter which is reaching young people and is
effective in interesting them in its activities, should be related in a
positive way to the SS enrollment and attendance.
The dependent variables of adult membership, junior membership,
FMY membershp, the value of the church buildings, the pastor's salary,
SS enrollment, and SS attendance were related to the one independent
variable. Individual tables were made for each society. Refer to Ap
pendix B for the tables showing these statistics for the sixteen socie
ties used in this study.
Summary. If the CYC is indeed succeeding in its purpose as stated
by the Eirector, then it would follow that the consistent ongoing program
of the CYC in a given group of churches should be associated with a
greater growth in church membership than the growth of church membership
where CYC has consistently been absent.
Even if this pattern does emerge, however, there is always the pos
sibility that in many instances the growth in church membership ( a
l�Personal interview with the General Sunday School Secretary,
Dec, 1965.
dependent variable) is not the result of the CYC (the independent vari
able) . There is the possibility that there are antecedent11 and inter
vening variables which account. for both the presence of a CYC chapter
and membership growth ais study has tried to discover such influ
ences. For instance, the pastor may be aggressive and concerned about
the youth of his community. Because of his efforts the church grows.
An active and progressive S3 could channel children into junior member
ship, and ^ j-ents into adult membership. Evangelistic efforts could
very definitely affect the growth of a society without any relationship
to the presence of a CYC. The location of a church within a community,
and within an economic area could limit the potential, for growth. For
example, a church located in the inner city or in a rural community
where the movement is to the suburbs xrould find it difficult to grow
despite active and effective youth programs.
IV. MATCHED GROUPS
It was not feasible to compare the societies which did not have
CYC for eleven years with all those which had CYC on a group by group
basis, because of the small number of societies in the former compared
to the relatively large number in the latter. It was decided to use two
groups of equal size.
An antecedent variable is a third factor which affects both the
independent and dependent variable, even though a relationship exists
between the independent and dependent variables. For example, an ag
gressive pastor working with the youth of his community could account
for both the presence of a CYC chapter and a growing junior membership
within his church.
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Process of Nat chirp;. Each society without CYC was matched with a
society with CYC on the basis of adult membership in 1955. Where a
choice of societies was possible, the two societies closest in age were
matched. As a further control, the adult membership for 1953 and 195^.
were noted to insure the equal size of the societies matched. In each
case there was little variation in the adult membership records of the
paired societies for these two years. The eight societies with CYC will
be referred to as Group A, the eight societies without CYC as Group B.
Comparisons were first made between Group A and Group B. Individ
ual church statistics within a group were totaled giving a summary score
for each group and each variable.
Comparisons. Table IV shows the total adult and junior memberships
for each group. It will be noted that the total adult membership of the
two groups differed by only two members in 1955. and was very close for
the two preceding years, This closeness of adult membership is better
seen graphically as Figure 4 portrays. However, this variance did not
remain the same throughout the time span. The adult membership of Group
A (societies with CYC) steadily increased from 379 in 1955 to 479 members
in 1965- The adult membership of Group B (societies without CYC) showed
a steady decrease from 3?7 to 1955 to 342 members in 1965, a loss of
thirty-five members .
To show rates of growth graphically Figure 8 was constructed using
semilog graph paper. The statistics for the adult membership of Group
-^Semilog charts are designed to indicate percentage rather than
absolute change. They represent the relative change or the amount of in
crease or decrease. They are used when the relative change or percentage
TABLE IV
ADULT AND JUNIOR MEMBERSHIP OF GROUP A AND GROUP B
FOR THE YEARS 1953 THROUGH 1965
GROUP A (with CYC) J GROUP B (without CYC)
Years
Membership
Junior Adult
Membership
Junior Adult
1953 35 399
1
30 375
1954 31 389 41 394
1955 64 379 30 377
1956 43 387 27 388
1957 55 401 15 378
1958 56 401 32 356
1959 54 410 23 353
1960 41 413 33 357
1961 49 416 31 354
1962 55 449 33 355
1963 54 444 25 345
1964 69 463 47 354
1965 89 479 51 342
500
460
420
SCO
80
Adult Membership
Group A
340
3C0
260
220
180
,140
Adult Membership
Group B
100
80
60
40
20
,/\
/ V
Junior Membership
Group A
Junior Membership
Group B
Years 1953 55 57 59 61 63 65
FIGURE 4
MEMBERSHIP GROWTH TRENDS OF THE SOCIETIES OF
GROUP A AND GROUP B FROM
1953 THROUGH 1965

A, Group B, and the original forty-seven societies with CYC were com
pared. Table V shows the statistics for tVie forty-seven societies, where
the same pattern of growth is seen. The difference is in the rate of
growth. The growth for Group A, is almost parallel to the growth
line of the forty-seven societies of which the societies of Group A are
a part. The growth line for Group B shows a consistent decrease.
The same pattern is not seen in junior membership. In contrast,
both groups increased in membership. Group A gained twenty-five junior
members, compared to twenty-one for Group B. The fact that Group A
began with twice as many junior members in 1955 as did Group B would
indicate that the presence of a CYC chapter could make a difference in
the number of junior members, but little difference to the rate of mem
bership growth. If CYC is channeling junior members into the churches,
Group A's rate of increase should be faster than that of Group B. The
same comparison as was made with adult membership was made with junior
membership on semilog graph pager, (Figure 6). The rate of growth for
both groups is almost the same, although Group A has greater potential
for growth. The original forty-seven societies which consistently used
CYC had an increased rate of growth in junior membership for the last
few years. It would appear that there is a higher correlation between
of change is of more value than the absolute difference in amount.
The slope of the curve is indicative of the rate of change of the vari
able� the sharper the curve, the greater the rate of change.
The range on the vertical scale is not significant and makes it
possible to compare large numbers of curves of widely different value
showing clarity and accuracy. The relative changes are still comparable
regardless of where they occur on the grid.
Sanford K. Dornbusch, Calvin F. Schmid, A Primer of Social Statis
tics. (New York, McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1955), PP- 33-38.
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TABLE V
TOTAL MEMBERSHIP FOR SOCIETIES OF 41 OR MORE MEMBERS IN
1955 WHICH HA~ CYC FOR THE YEARS 1955 THROUGH 1965
Membership
Years
Junior Adult
1955 381 3736
1956 352 3842
1957 418 3818
1958 434 4027
1959 476 4120
1960 466 4137
1961 551 4172
1962 675 4278
1963 782 4353
1964 809 4692
1965 770 4444
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adult membership growth and the independent variable than there is with
junior membership gro-rth. This could be related to the outreach into
the community which YC can have, and as a consequence of interest
ing the child, the pt s are reached for church membership. It is
also possible that an aggressive church program that brings in many new
families would feed the CYC. The relationship revealed in this study
between increase In CYC and in adult membership hints at the possibil
ity that it is the rapid growth of adult (heads of families) membership
that is responsible for a growing CYC.
The FMY membership, as seen in Table VI, showed no consistency in
either growth or decline. The irregularity is sharply seen in Figure 7.
Upsurges in growth were followed by losses of equal, magnitude. Consis
tent loss to both groups occurred from i960 to I963. Group A lost
thirty members in the eleven years under study. Compared to a gain of
eight members for Group B. If CYC is channeling young teens into FMY,
what accounts for the pronounced loss of members from 1960 onward?
Within five years a child who started as a Cadet in fith or sixth grade
would be eligible for FMY membership. For Group A one would anticipate
an increase in membership as early as 1959. rather than the sharp de
crease beginning in 19 60. The flexibility of the FMY organization may
be a partial reason for the fluctuation in membership. The expected
relationship between CYC and FMY is not evident in this comparison.
Whereas the previous variables have been computed in summary
scores, the averages will be used for the value of the church buildings
and are recorded in Table VII. The societies in Group A reported more
valuable property than those of Group B, but there is no appreciable
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TABLE VI
TOTAL FMY CRSHIP OF SOCIETIES OF GROUP A AND
GROUP 3 ..'OR THE YEARS 1955 THROUGH 1965
Years Group A (with CYC) Group B (without CYC)
8?
TOTAL FMY MEMBERSHIP GROWTH TRENDS OF GROUP A AND GROUP B
FOR THE YEARS 1955 THROUGH I965
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TABLE VII
AVERAGE VALUE OF CHURCH BUILDINGS FOR GROUP A AND
GROUP B FOR THE YEARS 1955 THROUGH 1965
Years Group A (with CYC) Group B (without CYC)
1955 23,312.50 17,062.50
1956 27,062.50 17,062.50
1957 28,500.00 17,437.50
1958 27,062.50 19,562.50
1959 27,125.00 20,375.00
1960 27,625.00 21,312.50
1961 29,187.50 21,812.50
1962 38,625.00 17,500.00
1962 37,375.00 23,875.00
1964 36,375.00 24,500.00
1965 38,375.00 24,875.00
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difference in the rates of increase as is indicated by Figure 8. Many
factors enter into the economic structures of a church. These statis
tics indicate the valuation estimates and the rate at which these
estimates were increased. What important for this study is that the
increase in value for Group A Is consistent with that of Group B, show
ing the stability of this factor.
The pastor's salary, computed also on the average, showed a
higher wage scale for Group A than for Group B, but the rates of in
crease are again constant. This is seen in Table VIII and Figure 9.
Over the eleven-year period Group A increased its salary scale from
$2768.62 per year to $4209.37 per year, an increase of $1440.75. Group
B increased from $2352.68 per year to $3356.62 per year, or an increase
of $1004,19. The difference of $436,56 between the two groups .does not
appear to be a significant factor in controlling growth, indicating the
consistency of the variable.
The F.M. SS has consistently lost members from its junior and
junior-high departments,13 Reports from the Sunday School Department1^
and the opinion of the General Sunday School Secretary1^ verify losses
in enrollment and attendance. The statistics of this study disclose
13D. L. McKenna, The Study of Free Methodist Higher Education. (A
study sponsored by the Commission of Christian Education and the Free
Methodist Colleges, 1962), Appendix pp. 3-9.
.M. Church, Report of the General Sunday School Secretary.
Presented to the Commission of Christian Education I96I-62, 1962-63.)
Not paged.
1-*Porsonal interview with General Sunday School Secretary, Dec. ,
1965.
40
30
Group
V
1955 '56 '57 '58 '59 '60 '6l '62 '63 '64 '65
FIGURE 8
AVERAGE VALUE OF CHURCH BUILDINGS FOR GROUP "A AND GROUP B
FOR THE YEARS 1955 THROUGH 1965
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TABLE VIII
AVERAGE SALARIES PAID PASTORS OF GROUP A AND
GROUP B FOR THE YEARS 1955 THROUGH 1965
Years Group A (with CYC) Group B (without CYC)
1955 2,768.62 2,352.68
1956 2,907.75 2,405.00
1957 3,183.00 2,592.87
1958 3,231.25 2,616.25
1959 3 , 108 . 75 2,499.76
1960 3,271.50 2,6.09.00
1961 4,964.87 3,425.00
1962 4,414.62 3,217.00
1963 4,282.87 3,250.87
1964 4,196.25 3,336.62
1965 4,209.37 3,356.87
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FIGURE 9
AVERAGE SALARIES OF GROUP A AND GROUP B
FOR THE YEARS 1955 THROUGH I965
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decreases in both the enrollment and the attendance records, as Table
IX and Figures 10 and 11 show.
The most striking ture of graph 10 is the Irregularity of the
growth line for Group A -ompared to the relative consistency for
Group B. This may be a reflection of the stability of the schools in
volved. If so, the question of a possible correlation between an
unstable SS enrollment and the presence of a CYC program is raised. The
factors relating to the solidarity of a SS could prove a worthwhile
study. It should be noted, however, that the enrollment is considerably
higher for Group A, and that there has been a consistent Increase since
1961. The schools represented in Group A reached more pupils and, al
though they were less stable, they were showing growth in the last few
years under study. By contrast, the schools of Group B continued to
report losses after 1961.
SS attendance records revealed some irregularity in both groups.
The patterns of growth and decline were almost identical. While the
over-all result was a loss in attendance for Group A, there was an in
crease of forty-four for Group B. It would be expected, because of the
closeness with which the SS and CYC programs are designed to work, that
the presence of a CYC chapter would strengthen the SS. Although Group A
does have larger schools, these are losing scholars, while the smaller
schools of Group B, without a CYC program, are gaining scholars. This
is in contrast to the enrollment trends just cited. Group A since I96I
has increased its enrollment, but Its attendance has decreased. Could
there be a correlation between CYC and enrollment only? Conversely,
the schools of Group B registered losses in enrollment, but increased in
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TABLE IX
TOTAL MEMBERSHIP OF SUNDAY SCHOOLS FOR SOCIETIES OF
GROUP A AND GROUP B FOR THE YEARS 1955 THROUGH I965
Group A (with CYC) j Group B (without CYC)
Years Sunday School
Enrollment Attendance Enrollment Attendance
1955 1604
I
1042 918 642
1956 1221* 958 910 668
1957 1537 1026 942 716
1958 1502 971 921 681
1959 1399 949 729 664
I960 1316 912 864 662
1961 1199 956 ,909 �721
1962 1293 917 897 633
1963 1297 915 816 663
1964 1414 942 893 687
1965 1498 927 1 851 666
?This figure represents seven societies only, due to an omission
in the 1956 Year Book statistics .
2000
2600
95
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FIGURE 10
TOTAL ENROLLMENT OF SUNDAY SCHOOLS FOR GROUP A AND GROUP B
FOR THE YEARS 1955 THROUGH I965
*This figure represents seven societies instead of eight, due
to an omission in the 195& Year Book statistics.
TOTAL ATTENDANCE OF SUNDAY SCHOOLS OF CROUP A AND GROUP B
FOR THE YEARS 1955 THROUGH 1965
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attendance. There. is a relationship between CYC and enrollment, but a
puzzling lack of a stable relationship between CYC and attendance.
Another possible comparison is that of SS attendance and church
membership within _ jroup. When this was done for Group A an increase
in church membership and a decrease in SS attendance was observed.
Table X and Figure 12 record these statistics. The CYC statistics have
also been added to the Table and the graph. The only observable as
sociation is between church membership and a CYC program. When these
factors are compared to the church membership and the SS attendance of
Group B, as in Table XI and in Figure 13, the correlation between church
membership and CYC for Group A is even more apparent. The only correla
tion between the Independent variable and a dependent variable is that
of the church membership of Group A. If the CYC program is in fact
effective in increasing church membership, and particularly adult
membership as was indicated earlier, researchers are puzzled by the lack
of relationship between the CYC and the SS attendance. It would be
expected that with an increased church roster the SS attendance would
also grow.
Summary. Two groups of eight churches have been compared using
the established variables, an independent variable being the use of a
CYC program. An apparent association exists between the presence of a
CYC and an increase in adult membership. Increases, in junior member
ship are such for both groups that � relationship can not be determined,
although the group with the independent variable does have a larger
number of junior members. Again, although the societies having CYC
have larger FI4Y organizations, there appears to be no relationship
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TABLE X
COMPARISON OF CYC r
'
ATTENDANCE AND MEMBERSHIP (ADULT + JUNIOR)
OF SOCIETIES -ROUP A FOR THE YEARS 1955 THROUGH I965
Yea-rs
CYC
Registration
Sunday School
Attendance
Membership
(Adult + Junior)
1955 175 1042 414
1956 213 958 429
1957 184 1026 501
1955 156 971 461
1959 159 954 464
I960 150 912. 454
1961 210 920 465
1962 182 917 504
1963 154 915 498
1964 212 942 532
1965 283 927 568
1200
99
GROWTH LINES FOR GROUP A OF SS ATTENDANCE, CYC,
AND CHURCH MEMBERSHIP (ADULT + JUNIOR)
FOR THE YEARS 1955 THROUGH 1965
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TABLE XI
COMPARISON C7 iS ATTENDAN C aD MEMBERSHIP (JUNIOR + ADULT)
FOR Gaoo'? B FOR TtiL YEARS .1955 THROUGH 1965
Years SS attendance Junior + Adult
membership
1955 642 407
1956 668 415
1957 716 393
1958 681 388
1959 664 376
1960 662 390
1961 721 385
� 1962 333 388
1963 663 370
1964 687 401
1965 666 393
101
Years
1955 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65
FIGURE 13
-COMPARISONS OF SS ATTENDANCE, MEMBERSHIP (ADULT AND JUNIOR)
OF GROUP A AND GROUP B, AND CYC GROWTH OF GROUP A
FOR THE YEARS 1955 THROUGH 1965
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between their growth pattern and the presence of the CYC. There is an
indication of a possible section between CYC and the SS enrollment,
but not with SS attendar
From these observ- . .3 it would appear that the CYC program with
in a society would contrltu^ to the adult membership, and the enrollment
in the SS. There is no evidence arising from this study to support the
opinion that CYC channels young people into FLY. If it does, it is not
at a significant enough rate to be apparent in membership statistics
over a period of years. The same may be said for junior membership and
SS attendance.
V. MATCHED PAIRS
Another phase of the study matched the growth of the individual
societies of Group A with their counterparts in Group B. Each society of
Group A was matched with its corresponding society from Group E according
to the adult membership in 1955- This resulted in eight pairs of socie
ties, each pair having one society with CYC, and one society without CYC.
Letter names have been attached to each pair. Instead of using ail the
variables, the five considered the most predictive were used: adult
membership, junior membership, SS attendance, the pastor's salary, and
the value of church buildings. The length of time each pastor served a
church was also taken into consideration. Tables showing yearly statis
tics were constructed for each pair which enabled a comparison between
the yearly growth of one society with the yearly growth of its partner.
Pair A. The adult membership of the first pair of societies shown
in Table XII reveals an increase for the society with CYC and a decrease
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for the society without CYC. This is in keeping with the trend found
when the total membership of Group A and Group B were compared. The
society with CYC gained thirteen members under the nine-year tenure of
one minister. The . ._ ety without CYC lost its greatest number under the
ministry of one pasuor. With a change of ministers a slight increase was
achieved for this society. However, the tendency was for a decrease of
members throughout the eleven years.
Although the CYC church gained nine junior members, there was no
appreciable gain until the last two years under study. There is no pat
tern between the gain and loss of adult and junior members either within
the individual society or between the societies.
The S3 attendance for the society with CYC shows a yearly increase,
while the SS without CYC records a gradual decline, especially after
I96I. An increase in adult and junior membership would suggest an in
creased S3 attendance, which appears to be true for the society with CYC.
Conversely, a loss of church members should affect the attendance of the
SS which is the case for the society without CYC.
The salary scales for these two societies indicate the stability
of this dependent variable. Although there was a difference in the
salaries paid, the rate of increase was approximately the same for both
societies. The value of the church property shows a similar trend. The
church with a CYC had a building program in 1965. The church without CYC
maintained its estimated value at $20,000.
The suggestion made previously that a correlation exists between
adult membership and the presence of a CYC is substantiated by the com
parison of the growth patterns of these two societies. This could be an
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indication of an aggresive- society, taking in adult members which in
turn affects both the SS and the CYC. There does seem to be an indica
tion of a correlati between a growing SS and a CYC chapter. Perhaps
this is due solely ' . an increased adult membership.
Pair E. Contrasting the adult membership growth of these two
societies as is seen in Table XIII it is noted that the one with CYC had
a steady increase, while the society without CYC had a steady decline.
Numerically, the society with CYC gained twenty-nine members, an average
of 2.6 per year. The society without CYC lost five members in the
eleven year period. Within the period 1957 to 1964 three ministers
served the church with CYC. The first (1957-58) gained three adult mem
bers, the second (1959-60) lost seven and the third (1961-64) gained
twenty-two members. Comparing the growth in junior members during the
first full pastoral stay, a gain of six members is recorded. The second
pastor gained two junior members his first year, but none the second
year. The third pastor gained seven junior members during his tenure of
four years. It would appear that the membership growth of this society
was influenced by the attitude of the pastor that served it. To follow
the ministries of each man in relation to church growth would prove an
interesting study, and would reveal more distinctly the influences of a
personality upon church growth. The junior membership of the society
with CYC is appreciably larger than that of the society without CYC.
This could point to the influence of the CYC in channeling young people
into the church.
The same relationship in adult membership is not apparent for the
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society without CYC. Increases and decreases in adult membership oc
curred under the ministry of the same pastor. The junior membership, how
ever, shows significant increase '-h a change of pastors in 1964, when
seven members were added. Before llJC'4 there had never been more than one
junior member, and for five years there had been none. It is possible
that with seven juniors taken into membership the first year of a new
pastor's service, young people were within reach of the church prior to
his coming.
The SS statistics for both societies show losses, the society with
CYC losing eighty-four in attendance as compared to twenty-four for the
society without CYC. Although the school with CYC started with twice as
many pupils, it lost at a greater rate ending with an attendance record
of only 1/3 more than the school without CYC. If the CYC, which empha
sizes attendance at F.M. schools, is used in a total church program, what
accounts for the accelerated loss of pupils from a school having a CYC as
compared with the slower rate of loss from a school which does not have
the advantage of the CYC program?
The difference in salaries between the two societies is not appre
ciable. The society with CYC paid its pastors more, but both increased
their scales steadily throughout the eleven years. The estimated value
of the church with CYC was increased from $7,500 to $19,000 and three
years later attained an estimated value of $75,000. For both churches
there were fluctuations in estimated values that could be caused either
by a lack of an established rule for appraisals or by errors in the
statistical records.
In comparing these two societies it is apparent that a positive
108
correlation may exist between CYC and adult and junior membership, but
there may be a negative correlation between the presence of a CYC and SS
attendance. The influence of the pastor to church membership would seem
evident in the growth patterns of both churches. This may indicate an
antecedent or an intervening variable playing a more significant part in
church growth than does the independent variable of this study.
Pair C. These two churches, which in 1955 differed by only one
adult member, grew together, and declined together. Reference to Table
XIV shows that both grew until 1958. with the church without CYC growing
faster. In 1959, the society with CYC began to lose members and continued
this loss throughout the remaining years. The church without CYC lost one
member in a correlation, or lack of correlation, with the independent
variable .
With reference to salaries, the church without CYC had the higher
wage scale. The number of pastors serving the church with CYC is reflec
ted in the fluctuation of the salary scale and may account for the lack of
constant increments. This church increased its valuation estimate in 1956
by $10,000 and maintained this. The church without CYC increased its
estimated value gradually, and by 1964 had surpassed its companion.
Although it would appear that the movement of pastors affected the
growth of the society with CYC adversely, it may be the effects of the CYC
that maintained the junior membership to the extent of keeping some in the
church. The sharp increase in junior members in 1964 and 19 65 for the
society without CYC could again point to the attitude of the pastor toward
young people. There appears to be no relationship between the presence of
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a CYC and the SS growth, or between the movement of the eastors and SS
growth. Within the time span of the eleven years the society without CYC
increased the : snorted value -;hurch property six times, as compared to
less than dou". _>y the societ. . _th CYC. However, the former began with
a building worth only $5,000 as compared to a building valued at $15,000
for the latter. Because of these major differences it would be unfair to
claim from this that the society without CYC was more progressive.
Pair D. Reference to Table XV will show only slight increases in
adult membership for both societies. For the society with CYC, the major
losses occurred when pastors moved, although each of the four ministries
represented showed increases in adult membership. The society without
CYC registered an increase until 1959. Then there was almost steady de
cline, losing twelve members between 1959 and 1965. These losses occurred.
during the ministry of two pastors, with major losses occuring in I963
and 1965.
Junior membership for both churches decreased. For the society
x-rith CYC the membership shows almost steady decline. The same is true for
the four years represented by the first pastor serving the church without
CYC. This decline corresponded to an increase in adult membership for
the society xAthout CYC. The years from i960 to I965 for the society
with CYC show some growth but no obvious correlation with the influence
of new pastors. The junior membership for the society without CYC,: in
creased from one to eight in the first four years of a five-year tenure.
This corresponds to a constant number of adult members. Again this could
point to the influence of an aggressive personality appealing to youth.
Because the junior and adult membership rolls for each society show little
Ill
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variance, no positive correlation can be maintained with the independent
variable.
With reference to the grc patterns of the Sunday schools, the
one with CYC lost in attendance, v lie the one without gained slightly.
The school with CYC began in 1955 with almost 100 more in attendance
than the school without CYC, but by 1965 had only thirty-nine more in
attendance. Again the question may be raised as to why a school with a
CYC chapter loses attendance at this rapid rate, while a school without
CYC reports gains.
The pastor who gained adult members, but lost junior members for
the society without CYC, gained in SS attendance. The following pastor
gained junior members, and maintained his adult membership but lost some
of his predecessor's gains in SS. Here there is no evidence of a pastor
affecting both junior membership growth and SS at the same time. It is
natural to expect a gain in SS attendance with an increase in adult mem
bership. An aggressive program bringing families into church membership
could easily be a factor in SS growth.
With reference to salary scales the society without CYC increased
at a faster rate than the society with CYC, although the latter paid more
throughout. In 1955 the salaries differed by $1,350 per year, but in
I965 they differed by only $246 per year. The recorded value of the
church buildings reveal a major' difference in economic standings. The
society with CYC increased its estimated value from $21,000 to $65,000
in eleven years. The society without CYC increased its estimated value
from $12,000 to $16,000. This could easily represent two economic areas,
perhaps an urban versus a rural community or a progressive area as
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against a georgaphic area of lesser resources.
In comparing these two societies it is difficult to establish a
correlation between the independent variable and any of the dependent
variables. The adult membership and the presence of a CYC could have
some relationship. The influence of the attitude of the pastor would
appear evident in the growth of the junior members and the SS growth.
There is no positive relationship between SS attendance and the presence
of the CYC. If there is a correlation it may be a negative one.
Pair S. The two churches compared in Table XVT remained almost
stationary in adult membership growth, the one with CYC gaining nine mem
bers, the society without CYC losing three. The major losses from the
society without CYC occurred under the ministries of the two pastors.
Junior membership for the CYC church shows an increase of four
members in 1962. Eleven adults were taken into membership that same
year. That was the first year of a new pastor's ministry. He was able
to hold all his juniors, but lost all but two of his adults. This may
point to where he placed his major emphasis. The equal average junior
membership for both societies indicates no effects of the CYC program.
Both schools registered losses in attendance, the one with CYC
showing a more rapid rate of decline than the school without CYC. The
lack of a positive relationship between SS growth and the presence of a
CYC is evident again. Unidentified factors probably account for the loss
of attendance from a CYC school at a more rapid rate than from a school
without a CYC.
With reference to salary scales, both societies show consistency
of increase. The society with CYC paid $635 per year more in 1955. and
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$4-79 per year more in 19&5. Neither church showed a major building pro
ject, but each did incr e its investment estimates somewhat.
There appears to o positive correlation between adult, and
junior membership, or growth with the. independent variable. There
would appear to be a negative correlation between SS growth and the pres
ence of CYC. The influence of the pastor is evident in growth patterns
of both churches.
Fair F. Little movement is apparent in the societies of this pair,
with both registering losses in membership. Reference to Table XVTI re
veals a correlation between the movement of the pastors and the member
ship of the society with CYC. The society with CYC experienced a steady
decline under the five-year ministry of one pastor, and a steady increase
under his successor. The same pattern holds true for the junior member
ship of his society. The first minister did increase his junior member
ship by two, but by the end of his term he had lost them. His successor
had a steady gain, taking in eight juniors in five years., The influence
of a pastor is evident in these statistics.
The junior membership of the society without CYC shows a steady de
crease beginning with eight juniors in 1955� but having none by 1962,
Its adult membership varied very little.. The change of pastors did not.
seem to have any affect upon the growth of this society.
Both schools lost in attendance, with the CYC school registering
more pupils, but losing at a faster rate. During the eleven years it
lost twenty-two scholars, while the school without CYC only lost seven.
The movement of the pastors did not affect either school. Again the
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explanation of why the school with CYC loses faster than the school with
out CYC remains to be provided,
The salaries show a sharp difference, with the CYC society paying
$960 per year more in 1955 than its counterpart. By I965, with both
societies increasing their scales, the society with CYC was still paying
$825 more per year. Although this is an appreciable difference.it does
show that both increased at approximately the same rate. The estimated
value of the church buildings remained constant throughout with the in
vestment of the CYC society valued at triple that of the other society.
These monetary differences could well reflect the economic areas in which
each 'church is located. Progressiveness and vision could also be con
tributing factors, in rates of growth.
In summary, there appears a definite relationship between the pres
ence of a CYC and the junior membership growth. CYC seems to have little
affect upon adult membership, and may have a negative affect upon the SS
growth. The influence of the pastor is evident in the society with CYC
and may be an intervening variable.
Pair G. These two societies as represented in Table XVIII are op
posite in their growth patterns, with the one having CYC showing a sig
nificant increase in adult and junior membership. The junior membership
of the CYC society increased from one member to nine members under one.
pastor in two years (1955 to 1957). This membership decreased within the
next five years to three members. During the following three years a
sharp increase is shown from three to twenty-four members. The decrease
of members, occurred during the ministry of one pastor. The preceding and
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succeeding periods of increase were under the ministries of different
men. in increase of nineteen adult members is noted during the minis
try of the pastor who lost junior members. This points to the in
fluence of the pasxor and his attitude towa. young people. The average
junior membership of both societies is almost equal, indicating no
direct effect of the independent variable.
It is of interest to note the pattern between the pastors and the
membership of the society without CYC. Both adult and junior memberships
decreased under the- first pastor. Under the second, adult members con
tinued to decrease, but four junior members were added in three years.
In 1963 a new pastor came. Adult membership continued to decline, and
junior members were lost. Again this could indicate the influence of
the pastor on the young people of the church.
The major gain in attendance for the SS with CYC, increasing by
thirty in four years, occurred under the same ministry as the losses in
junior members. For the school without CYC, the major loss in attend
ance occurred under the same minister that gained junior members, though
not exclusively. The slight gain of eight for the CYC school over an
eleven-year period is not appreciable enough in a school of this size to
indicate a relationship with the independent variable.
The church with CYC raised its salary scale by $1,865 in eleven
years, as compared to $24? for the same period for the society without
CYC. The estimated value of the buildings remained constant for both,
although the society with CYC had twice as much invested as the society
without CYC.
There appears to be a correlation between the growth of adult
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members and the presence of a CYC. This could, however, point to an
active church program which brought adults into membership and as a re
sult maintained an active CYC program for their children. Junior member
ship shows a corresponding increase, but ..... not significantly different
from the number of junior members in the society without CYC to indicate
a definite relationship. The CYC school averaged 100. more in attendance
than the school without CYC, with a slight gain in the eleven years.
Perhaps CYC was instrumental in this numerical difference.
Pair H. The society with CYC shows a steady increase in adult
membership; the other an almost steady decline until 1963 � Reference to
Table XIX indicated a gain of thirty-seven members for the CYC society
compared to a gain of one for the society without CYC. During the
eleven years under study, three ministers served the society which had
CYC, as compared to six for the society without CYC. This factor could
have a bearing on the differences in growth.
The junior membership for the society with CYC is appreciably
greater than the junior membership of its partner. This growth does not
follow the consistent growth of adult membership, but shows some fluctua
tion. There could easily be a correlation between this variable and the
independent variable.
Both Sunday schools registered increases in attendance, but this
was not a constant growth. The school without CYC increased its attend
ance from eighty to 136, the CYC school from 136 to 144. Again it is
apparent that the CYC school was larger, but its rate of growth was con
siderably less rapid than the school without CYC. This is not in keeping
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with the hypothesis that a CYC chapter channels youth into the SS.
The S3 growth of the society without CYC is in sharp contrast to
the salary scale which decreased rather than increased. This decrease
is also in contrast to the increased salary scale of the CYC society.
The increase for this society was some $2,^65, as compared to a decrease
of $60 for the society without CYC. The valuation estimate of the church
building of the CYC society increased from $35,000 to $100,000 as com
pared to an increase from $22,000 to $50,000 for the society without CYC.
The lack of a salary increase as has been noted for this society could be
reflective of the frequency with which the pastors moved. The increase
in the estimated value of the church building does not show a lack of
progressive thinking.
A correlation exists between the independent variable and both
adult and junior memberships. This could be said also for the SS, ex
cept that the school without a CYC increased at a greater rate causing
some question as to the influence of the CYC on SS growth.
Summary. Each society within the group which did not have CYC was
paired with a society from the group which had CYC. fhm respective so
cieties of each pair were compared on the basis of five variables show
ing growth and economic stability. Correlations are evident between
adult membership growth and the presence of CYC in five of the eight
pairs . This same relationship is also apparent with junior membership.
There appears to be no positive association between the presence of CYC
and either stability or growth of the Sunday schools. Although the CYC
schools were consistently higher in attendance, they lost pupils faster,
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and gained more slowly than the schools without CYC. There is some
justification to draw an influence between the influence of some pastors
and the fluctuation, of church members . Antecedent and intervening vari
ables may play as important a role in church membership as the indepen
dent variable of this study.
VI . GROWTH LINES OF GROUP- A
A further attempt was made to find correlations between CYC growth
and the growth of junior and adult membership. For this comparison the
eight churches of Group A which had CYC were used, and graphs were made
of each individual church showing the three growth lines of adult member
ship, junior membership and CYC growth. These graphs are included in
Appendix B. Although for some a correlation could be established, it was
felt that because the statistics for the CYC included, for the. last five
years, the entire age range from six to fourteen, these could not be used
reliably for comparisons with church membership growth. Had the CYC sta
tistics been broken down into the three groups within the program a com
parison would have been possible between the Crusaders and junior member
ship over a period of years.
�11. CHURCH GROWTH AND CYC GROWTH
A final comparison was attempted to show the rates of growth be
tween the entire Church and the CYC program. The summary statistics for
each year were used. With reference to Table XX and Figure 14 it will be
noted that although the Church does not show an appreciable growth, the
CYC has had an increasing growth. This would point to the general
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TABLE XX
COMPARISON OF F.i:. CHURCH MEMBERSHIP GROWTH AND CYC GROWTH
FOR THE YEARS 1955 THROUGH I965
1
I
Years Church
Kembership
CYC Registration
1955 54,874 3.261
1956 55,708 4,942
1957 56,974 6,740
1958 56,999 8,560
1959 57,106 9,974
I960 56,777 11,5m
1961 50,008 15,479
1962 57,293 16,634
1963 58,576 17,10?
1964 60,646 18,873
1965 61,768 20,540
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acceptance of the program within the overall Church body,
VIH . CONCLUSIONS
The study of the CYC has shown a wide acceptance of the program
across the Church among societies of varying size. Within the eleven
years under study, societies using the program tripled in number. The
larger societies adopted the program more readily, which is probably a re
flection of a greater number of resourceful personnel available to imple
ment it effectively.
By following the program in churches from 1955 to 1965 it was quite
evident that societies were not consistent in their use of CYC,. Until
196,0 many churches had the program one year, and not the next. In some
cases it was not used for several years before it was again started. This
pattern is not consistent for the 1960's. Once the program was started, in
the period I960 to 1965, it was almost always continued. This would in
dicate a greater satisfaction with the program by the society which is
probably a reflection of the stability of the program. By the early l�6,Q's
a firm curriculum basis had been laid, and it was unnecessary to make
changes which affected the structure of the entire program. With fewer
changes and a definite age limit between the groups, and between th� CYC
and other organizations within the Church, local societies were more ready
to use the program.
From the attempts to discover possible relationships between church
growth and the use of the CYC it would appear that such an association ex
ists between the growth of adult membership and the presence of a CYC
program. In the societies having CYC, adult membership shows a definite
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increase , while the societies not having CYC show a distinct decrease in
members. This could, however, indicate that the more progressive
churches have a CYC program whereas the lack of the program in the other
societies is only indicative of their recession.
When CIC is related to junior membership, |t is noted that larger
numbers of juniors are present among, the societies having CYC chapters
than in those societies not having CYC chapters. However, "the rates of
growth for both groups of societies are parallel, indication that CIC may
influence the number of junior members in a church, but has no relation
ship to the rate at which this membership grows. It is quite possible
that another variable is at work here, for example, the influence of the
pastor. When individual societies were matched, a relationship between
the movement of pastors and the growth and decline of junior membership:
was evident.
From the statistics available there is no apparent evidence that
CYC has any affect upon the growth of the FHY. This may be due to limi
tations in the statistics, or to the loose organizational structure of the
FHY.
There is no positive relationship between the- SS enrollment and the
presence of a CYC, at least not before 196l. From this year onward, the
schools represented which had CYC show an increase in enrollment compared
to a continuing decrease for the schools without CYC. The reason for th�
CYC not having an affect until 196l was not brought out by this study.
There may not be an association between the SS enrollment growth and CYC
after 1961. This speculation points to the need for further study into
the SS of the denomination.
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The instability of both enrollment and attendance Is a striking
feature of the schools having CYC. This may be due to children coming
from families outside the church to CYC and being channeled into SS be
cause they are not: consistent in attendance at F.M. schools. In con
trast the stability of the schools without CYC could be due to their
being made up, to a large extent, of church families with a more consist
ent SS attendance. Although this would explain the difference in size
between the schools represented by the two groups, and the greater fluc
tuation of the CYC schools, it would not account for the greater rate of
loss In S3 attendance from the CYC schools. While the schools without
CYC lost in enrollment, they had slight gains in attendance, whereas the
CYC. schools, since 1961, gained in enrollment, but continued to lose in
attendance. What accounts for this continued loss in attendance is not
revealed in this study. It would seem justified from these findings to
state that CYC has an effect upon SS enrollment, but the function of the
SS to keep them in attendance. Perhaps these statistics indicate that
the CYC is fulfilling its purpose, but the SS is failing in its part of
the task which to a large degree nullifies the efforts of the CYC.
CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSION
I. EVALUATION OF THE PROGRAM
The CYC program had its earliest beginnings in the late 1930' s
when the F.M. Church attempted to reduce the loss (from its influence)
of those junioi and intermediate youth who had attended SS. In 1939
the denomination introduced the CYC program into the Sunday School De
partment. In 1951 a separate department of the Church was farmed spe
cifically designed to develop a program for the intermediate child. With
the founding of the Department of the Intermediate Youth, headed by Rev.
Floyd M. Todd and his wife, Christian Youth Crusading was recognized by
denominational leaders as having the potential to influence young people
to Christ-centered living.
Under the administration of Rev. and Mrs. Todd, the program has
developed to its present structure which includes ages six to fourteen.
Its curriculum is structured for Church-centered activities during the
public school year and sAtier camps during the vacation months. The
emphasis is upon the whole child. Secular knowledge is coordinated with
religious instruction. The gospel permeates the achievement system and
gives adult counselors opportunity to make spiritual applications. By a
close affiliation with 'the missions arm of the Church, the CYC curricu
lum makes the child aware of Christian service on foreign fields.
CYC Program. Children learn to live by living. Through everyday
activities whether in family, peer groups, or through personal experiences
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a cliilud is constantly learning. Through a structured situation such as
the CYC program, lasting impressions can be made upon his personality.
The complete CYC program may be considered a project in itself.
This project's purpose is that each child shall have a personal encoun
ter with Christ. Thereafter he receive nurture in Christian living.
Dy personal experience the CYCer can lose himself in constructive, self-
expressive activity. "Learning follows reacting."-'- Activity is a nec
essary part of any program which has as its aim a learning and growing
experience. Purposeful self-activity is an integral part of the CYC
achievement system. The requirements for awards and badges encourage
the CYCer to be constantly engaged in, the physical, mental, social, and
spiritual aspects of life.
The Crusader learns to give of himself to group accomplishments
and to the service of other people. He is made aware of other people's
needs both in his own community and in other countries. He learns to
give joyfully of his time and talents to help meet the needs with which
he is confronted. In everyday, normal experiences the CYCer is called
upon to live a Christian life. "Christian principles of living cannot
be applied anywhere but in life."2 Helping others, daily Bible reading
and prayer, reading good literature, personal hygiene, and outdoor group
activities aid in the development of well-rounded Christian young people.
Activities are designed to give- the CYCer the personal satisfaction that
ij. L. Corzine, Looking at Learning (Nashville, The Sunday School
Board of the Southern Baptist Convention, 193^), ?�
2Ibid., p. 51.
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the requirements are worthy of his talents and energy.
Fun and work are often combined. The camp-out requirement which
asks the Crusader to cook on an open f?-*e Is an example. The CYCer
learns to swim, to plan a wardrobe, tc care for his .pets, to find and
develop a friendship with a pen-pal. Although the achievement system is
built upon individual endeavors, group projects; can be easily introduced
into the local handcraft .and mission meetings.
Whether as a planned part of the program or as a consequence, com
petition has in actuality a strong motivating force in the CIC achieve
ment system. Each CYCer receives recognition in his squadron, and at
Honor Council for the work he has done. Therefore, it is easy for a
strong competitive attitude to develop. Motivation, is that whioh makes
learning desirable. Although it is the desired aim of the CYC program to
have the child learn, it is easy for the CYCer to meet requirements only
for the recognition he receives rather than for personal value. Striving
for recognition only is an inherent danger of a program built on personal
achievement. If kept within its proper relationship , competition can be
useful in the learning process,
Motivation has other aspects which are clearly seen In the CYC:
program. Motivation appeals to the universal wants of creativity, hero-
worship, the urge to play, construct!veness, and curiosity. For example,
the handcraft projects and many of the badge requirements are creative in
nature. The Crusader Purpose and the Cadet Promise stress Christ as the
Supreme Example. Mission studies give added personalities for hero-
worship, especially for the $m%or child. Informal social events provide
opportunity for play. As stated earlier fun is often woven into the
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requirements for awards. Constructiveness and curiosity are very
closely related. The desire to know, to inquire, to build is met in an
active CYC program.
The CYC program as outlined in the Director's Guide calls for a
large number of adults to fill responsible positions. If all three age
levels are operated, a total of eighteen adults are necessary�a General
Director, three sectional Directors, five program chairmen, and squadron
assistants for each squadron. This number of qualified adults to, im
plement a local CYC chapter would be unavailable for many small congre
gations in the denomination. Some positions can be combined with added
responsibility for the individual who assumes a duel role. For example,
the General Director may act as a sectional Director, and one or two
adults may assume responsibility for presenting all evening programs. It
Is essential, however, to have squadron assistants who are resourceful
and spiritually sound Christians. By limiting a squadron to five or six
CYCers, and having at least one per rank, it is necessary to have at
least three assistants for each age group. With the Cadets and Crusaders
it is often advantageous to separate the boys from the girls, necessita
ting additional personnel. This is not to suggest that squadrons be made
larger in number or organized to include more than one rank* The small
er and the more homogeneous the grouping, the more effective the work of
the assistant. However, because of the need for many adults, the effec
tiveness of the program in a small church may be hindered..
Crusader topogram. The intermediate age is the age of crisis.-^
^Royal S. Kelson, Here's the Answer (Winona Lake, Ind., Light and
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Physically the child of this age needs an abundance of wholesome activ
ity. He may have trouble In communicating. Efforts should be made on
the part of the t ��. -3 working with him to keep the channels of oommuni�
cations open. A b.-.sic friendship between i% intermediate and the adult
can be a medium of communication. Discussion periods should be frequent
since self-expression is a needed outlet for developing emotions. In
creasing mental ability gives the junior-high child the capaei'tsy to
delve for answers to his questions. The wise adult counselor will point
him to the Bible and aid him in finding answers for himself. He storaald
be encouraged to develop habits of Christian living and a close; depend-
ence upon God.
The CXC program for the Crusaders has the responsibility of aid
ing the Church in meeting the changing interests and needs of the
intermediate age. Activities in abundance and self-expression in hob
bies and badge requirement are provided. The individual squadron as*
sis tant and the sectional Director must cultivate the Crusader's
friendship and confidence. Close personal, contact is provided through
the weekly chapter meetings and the achievement system , Opportunities
for discussion must, be sought outside these structured' activities, be
cause of the individualised nature of the requirements. A wise
sectional Director and program chairman will see the need for- group in
volvement in .personal expression and problem solving.. Bible study which.,
allows the, junior-high to find answers for himself in the Word of Sod can
Life Press, 1^63), p. 129.
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easily be worked into the religious emphasis of the Crusader program.
In planning his own activities the junior-high youth finds an outlet
for his developing cr vity. The weekly chapter meetings may re
strict this creativity . The Director of Intermediate Youth suggests
that some of the regimentation of the chapter meeting be disregarded,
thereby allowing for more flexibility. In planning his evening pre
sentations, a resourceful program chairman will want to work with the
Crusaders. With a completely structured program which the CYC program
admittedly is, it is easy to plan and present activities unrelated to
the needs of the youth. Particularly with junior-highs, the chairmen
should be made : .re of the necessity of incorporating the ideas of the
youth in their plans.
Cadet Program. The wonders and mysteries of nature fascinate th�
junior child. Camping is a thrilling adventure. He is energized by his
fast emerging abilities. He likes responsibility for exercising his
new-found powers. The junior child still needs guided activity. He can
be influenced deeply through pageantry. The Crusading spirit appeals to
the imagination and provides an opportunity for teaching the truths of
God, ~nd Christ as the Example. With the SS and the CYC coordinated,
the junior may maintain his same peer group in both. Group approval and
loyalty are important, and although, competition will develop, strong
ties are maintained with his peers.
The Cadet is inquisitive, imaginative, a hero-worshipper. Since
he has a developing sense of justice, the Cadet program is perhaps the
most influential of the three age levels. A deep impression can be made
through example and Instruction . The fact that the junior will believe
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before he doubts, makes it possible to implant within his thinking the
reality of God. Through Scripture memorization, the reading of desig
nates literature, and tho testimony and influence of the squadron
assistant, opportunities ... 3 provided for the convicting work of the
Holy Spirit. With proper guidance a junior can be led into the exper
ience of the forgiving grace of God.
Herald Program. The primary child enjoys personal activities.. He
likes to be creative and can project his imagination into stories. The
years from six to eight is a period of transition. The child moves �ref!
the basic family unit to the peer group. He gradually assumes responsi
bility and begins to control his actions. Kany have tender consciences
and can easily be influenced for God,
Activities need, to be provided and planned, but complicated regi
mentation can be beyond the primary child's ability to comprehend
symbolism. The Herald Director is advised to adapt the CIC chapter meet
ings to fit the abilities of the Heralds. A simplification in ranks and
awards is evidence that the denominational Director recognizes the
capabilities of the primary child. Rank requirements are not difficult
for him to fulfill and rank advancement is automatic with his public
school promotion. The Herald is not asked to wait until Honor Council
to receive recognition, but receives some token of his accomplishment
upon completion of a requirement. This procedure is in keeping with his
inability to project his goals into the future. Some children make a
decision for Christ during these early years; however, the Herald pro
gram does not emphasize conversion. A more permanent act of the child's
will can be involved in a personal commitment during the Cadet and
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Crusader ages.
II. EVALUATION OF STATISTICAL STUDY
The CYC program has gained respect and acceptance throughout the
F .K. Church. Leaders of the Church have acclaimed its merits.^" Other
denominational leaders have adapted the program to fit their organiza
tional structure. The hypothesis posed for this' study is that a �
positive relationship should exist between the ongoing CYC program within
a local society and church growth. Relationships were sought between the
presence of a CYC chapter, used as the independent variable, and various
aspects of church growth, used as dependent variables. It was fully
realized throughout the study that antecedent and intervening variables
could have affects upon both the growth of the church and the presence of
a CYC chapter. Variables of this nature became apparent; however, further
study is needed to verify the contributions or lack of contributions
these variables make to church growth.
Independent and Dependent Variables. The growth patterns of &
group of societies of aifeiven size, not using the CYC .-pm0m, during a
specific time were compared to the growth patterns of a group of similar
societies using the CYC program for the same period of time.. The survey
revealed definite relationships between the use of the CYC program, and
church growth, although data used in this study^do not allow clear con
clusions that identify cause and effect. Associations were evident
^Personal letter from Bishop Paul Ellis to Rev. Floyd Todd, dated
from Baltimore, Maryland,. Feb. 10, I965.
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between the growth of the adult membership pattern and the use of the
CIC program. This relationship was evident when a group of societies
not using the program were .compared, with a group of societies using the
program, and when individual societies not using the program were com
pared with individual societies using the program. Although a definite
relationship between junior membership growth and the use of the CYC
was not as apparent, there is justification for the statement that the
presence of a CYC program is related to the numbers of junior members
�in a church. A relationship with junior membership and the CYC was ap
parent when the growth patterns of individual societies were compared to
societies with an ongoing CYC program. The relationship appeared in the
number of junior church members rather than in the rate at which this
membership grew. The same was true for FKY membership- growth. Although
those societies which had CYC larger numerical FKY organizations, the
rate at which they increased their membership was not aided by a CYC
program.
With reference to SS growth, a positive relationship did not emerge
between either SS enrollment or SS attendance and the use of the CYC pro
gram. Sunday schools with a CYC program registered higher enrollment and
attendance figures than the schools without a CYC chapter, thereby indi
cating an association between the use of the CYC and SS growth. However,
the schools with CYC chapters were unstable and had a. greater rate of
decline than the schools without CYC. The nature of this study did not
deal with the reasons for this rapid rate of decline. Nevertheless, it
is possible from the factors revealed in the study, to observe a closer-
relationship between SS enrollment and the presence of the CYC program
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than between SS attendance and the use of the CIC program. The above
findings may point to the ability of the CYC to interest youth in SS
but the facts may reveal the inability of the SS to maintain their
interest.
Antecedent and Intervening Variables. From this study it is
evident that other factors influence both the CYC program and aspects
of church growth. As individual societies with a CYC- program were com
pared to individual societies without a CYC program the attitude of the
pastor in relation to junior membership growth was particularly evident.
This influence acted as a negative intervening variable coming between
the CYC program and junior membership growth. The pastor's influence
was also apparent as an antecedent variable standing apart from, but af
fecting both the independent and the dependent variables. The affects; #f
an aggressive pastor emphasizing a strong youth concern could easily, re
sult in the growth both of the junior membership and the use of a CYC
program. Thus his efforts would channel juniors and intermediates into
both the CYC program and church membership.
Variables of this nature no doubt, are Influential in the growth
patterns of the FMY and the SS. Definite antecedent or intervening
variables for these two organizations were not discovered in this study,
although It was evident that other factors other than the independent
variable used were affecting the growth patterns of the SS and the FMT.
Questions Raised from the Study. Questions were raised throughout
the study as to the causes for distinct patterns of church growth. The
irregularity of the growth of the FMY, and in particular the pronounced
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loss of members after I960 was such a question. This study did not
reveal the cause of tfc_j instability and loss. It could be suggested
that part of t" irregularity is due to statistical inaccuracy In re
cording me:�'-i--hip on both the local church and higher levels of
administration.
A recurring question was raised by the instability of SS growth,
both in enrollment and attendance. Whether the CYC program is related
to the enrollment rather than to the attendance growth posed a question.
A definite answer did not appear from the study, although a suggested
answer has been stated. It is possible that the CYC channels children
into S3 enrollment, This statement is based on the observation that
often a large difference existed between the size of the SS with a CYC
chapter, and the size of the school without a CYC chapter. It has been
postulated that the rapid decline in attendance even when enrollment Ira-
creased for the schools with CYC, reflects the aim of the CYC and the
value of the SS to the individual child. This study was not primarily
concerned with the reasons for SS growth or decline. The suggested
answer to this rapid rate of decrease for the CYC schools as compared
to the rate of decline -for the gehools without CYC is only conjecture.
III. CSIIRCE STATISTICS
Limitations of the statistics! published in the Year Books, became
evident as they were used for this research The number of CYCers
registered for each society was noted as each was followed through the
eleven years under study. The presence of a CYC program was one crite
rion used in the choice of the societies for this study. Forty-seven
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churches to a given size were selected which, according to the Year
Booh statistics, had a CYC chapter from 1955 through I965. When the
statistics of these churches are compared to the statistics kept by the
Department of Intermediate Youth, ten of these forty-seven did not
register CYC chapters consistently for the eleven years. Neither do the
statistics recorded in the Year Books correspond to those kept by the
Department of Intermediate Youth, There is often wide discrepancies be
tween the number of CYCers registered through the CYC office and the
number recorded in the official publication of the denomination.
The lack of records for individual divisions within departments
limit statistical studies, and these departments themselves are hindered
in evaluating their own effectiveness. For example, the Year Books do
not record the number of CYCers registered in the Crusader, Cadet, and
Herald programs within the CYC program. It is not known fr��,, these
statistics, if the Cadet division outnumbers the Crusader division. Nor
is it possible to calculate the loss, if loss does occur, between the
Cadet program and the Crusader program. A lack of knowledge as to the
number of CYCers in the Crusader group limited this study in making com
parisons bett�en. the rate of growth of the Crusader program and the rate'
of growth of Junior members within individual societies.
The Sunday School Department does not know from which age level,
if any, the recorded losses in both enrollment and attendance are most
apparent.? It would seem advisable to discover where these losses occur
^personal interview with the General Sunday School Secretary,
Dec, 1965.
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and attempt to meet them constructively by placing specific emphases on
the areas of greatest need. Little is accomplished in recognizing that
the SS is losing members if it is not known where the loss occurs.
IV. RSCO'ZEKDATIONS
Areas for further study became apparent from this study. The in
fluence of persons and programs has many facets as one considers the
individuals who compose the F.M. denomination. This study of the CYC
program has touched only partially one aspect of the total Church pro
gram. It has, however, revealed areas which should be taken Into
consideration for research.
Church Statistics. A closer look needs to be taken by the de
nominational leaders at the importance of statistical records. An
attempt should be made to increase the accuracy of recording and to de
velop methods whereby the necessary information is accessible for detail
ed studies in areas of need. Departmental records should be broken down
into smaller units within the department. For example, the SS statis
tics should be classified according to the attendance in the various
Divisions�primary, junior, intermediate, etc.
Pastoral Influence. The Influence of the pastor plays an impor
tant role in church growth. This became evident early in the study. The
opinion of denominational leaders supports this finding. An unpublished
study reveals a pattern between church growth and some ministries within
^Personal interview with members of the Commission on Christian
Education, Dec, 1965.
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a specific conference. 7 If the careers of pastors could be studied in
relation to the growth of the churches they served, a pattern may be
observed. This would indie . the influence of a pastor's attitude upon
the growth1 of tbs societies ^ whom he ministered.
SS Growth . The statistics of the Sunday School Department gsirf to
a need for a study into the reasons for decline in both enrollment and
attendance. Ways of arresting this loss to the Church need to be found.
Case Study. To determine the affects of specific influences upon
a child, a case study of that child is necessary. As an example of the
value of such a study, it could reveal the spiritual growth of a child
resulting from participation in the CIC program. If a group of young
people could be chosen as representative of the youth of the F.M. Church,
their activities within and influences upon the Church could be followed
in detail. Such a study would involve an elaborate investigation, but it
is one of the few ways of establishing the affects of a program upon the
lives of individuals.
Longitudinal Studies. Closely related to a case study is a longi
tudinal study in which a group of youth or societies are followed through
time. Such a study would begin with the present and be projected into
the future. Taking the societies of this present study and follomng
thera in future, years would make possible more accurate observations of'
^Clyd� VanValin, "Statistical Study of the Kew York Conference,
1920-1950," A term paper prepared for Asbury Theological Seminary, 1951
(The author, John Wesley Foundation, Wilmore, Ky.)
influences causing church growth.
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QUESTIONNAIRE 149
To all Conference Directors of the Christian Youth Crusaders to obtain
information for expansion of the Intermediate Youth program of the Church
1. Do you wish to continue the present name of the intermediate program�the
Christian Youth Crusaders?
yes no
2. If not, what do you suggest?
3. If so, do you think the development of the CRUSADER theme is feasible, as has
been suggested, with knighthood as the motif for ranks and achievements?
yea no ,
k. Are you satisfied with the present colors, blue for boys, gold for girls?
yes no
5. Do your girls like the gold?
yes no
6. If you are not satisfied with these colors, what alternates do you suggest?
7. Do you wish an entirely separate program for girls and boys, or do you wish a
flexible program adaptable to a mixed group but which can also be used in separate
groups if desired?
entirely separate flexible
8. If you wish an entirely separate program, do you propose separate summer camps
for boys and girls?
yes no
9. Are you in favor of close correlation of the summer camps with the achievement
program of the Intermediate youth groups? For example: Bible, handcraft, or
nature classes in camp would provide subject matter that would meet achievement
requirements for members.
yes no
10. If so, would you like curriculum materials for these classes to be made
available from this office?
yes no
11. What are your suggestions as to uniforms?
12. What do you think should be the age limits of the intermediate organization?
13. Do you favor a "Cub CYC" or organization for ages just below the intermediate
�with a correlated program, as now carried on in some conferences?
yes no
lk.. Do you believe that before a leader is given authority to lead a group, he mu
be required to participate in a leadership training course in class or home study?
yes no
Questionnaire to Conference CYC Directors n<o
Page Two Lp
15. Do you think that Conference Directors should assume responsibility for pro
moting these leadership classes in his conference at S.S. Institutes, camps, or
elsewhere?
yes no
16. Do you think leadership and program helps should be prepared each month for
local leaders from this office?
yes no
17. If so, should releases from this office for local leaders be sent directly to
them or to conference CYC directors?
directly to conf . CYC Directors
18. If you have checked that helps should be sent to directors, would you faith
fully and promptly distribute them to your local leaders?
yes no
19. Do you favor intermediate youth directors for each district of your conferenc
to assist you in promotional work?
yes no
20. How often should the conference director report his activities to this office
monthly quarterly annually
21. Would you do this consistently as frequently as you have checked?
yes no
22. Eow often should local leaders report and to whom?
23. In what church publication would you like releases from the intermediate
office?
2k. A new manual for members is to be prepared. What do you think is the most
that should be charged the children for these?
25. Would you favor a registration week in the autumn annually when each leader
and local group must register with this office?
yes a�
26. Do you think there should be a standard registration fee or annual dues paid
by each member?
yes bo
27. If so, what proportion of the dues should be kept in the local treasury and
how much sent to headquarters?
28. If not, how would you propose to finance the local organization and how pay
for the promotional material from this office?
29. Who now payfi the- promotional expenses of the conference director in your cor
ference? Conf . Board of Christian Education Men's Fellowship
nonf. Sunday School Board Director pays his own
Questionnaire to Conference CYC Directors
Page Three
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30. Whom do you think should hear this expense?
31. State your conception of what you believe should be the financial relationsh:
of the local Light and Life Men's Fellowship (who on a national basis have assumec
the salary of the General Director of Intermediate Youth) to the local intermedial
youth group.
32. Is it your opinion that the Light and Life Men's Fellowship on the local
should elect a sponsoring committee from their group to guide the local intermed
iate group?
yes no
33 � Should the local intermediate youth leader, who is elected by the Society of
the local church, become by virtue of his office a member of the Official Board,
the Sunday School Board, or both?
Sunday School Board Official Board Both
3^.. Do you think that the local Light and Life Men's Fellowship should present a
nomination to the Society for the local director of the intermediate youth group?
yes no
Any other suggestions that you have to offer will be thoughtfully considered.
Remember that to he of value this questionnaire should be returned promptly!
3ULATION of ANST/ERS to QUESTIONNAIRE lj2
percentage computed according to number of answers to each question. Some questions were
answered by fewer persons than other questions.
1. Yes, 8?$. Decision: Retain same name.
2. Other suggestions: IYC, CIYC, CYFellovrehip, lYMovement
3. Yes, 86$. Decision: Use this theme.
li. Yes, 935S� Decision: Use blue, and gold as colors
Yes, 61$. Decision: In view of dissatisfaction expressed vdth gold scarves for girls
to use blue scarves for both boys and girls vdth a gold emblem.
6. Suggestions instead of gold: red, white, one color for both boys and girls.
7. Flexible: 93$. Decision: Prepare a flexible program.
3. No, !$%� Decision: Leave this to conference or district to decide.
9. Yes, 91%. Decision: To recommend that this be done. New CYC Camp Manual Trill be
prepared this spring.
10. Yes, 99%. Decision: To make these available, but these mil probably not be ready .
for 195U camp season.
11. Varies from "none needed" to full scout uniform. Decision: To request all to purcha
scarf and emblem and to make available other uniform items for those who. desire them.
12. Varies from eight to fifteen years with ages eleven, twelve, thirteen, and fourteen
mentioned oftenest. Decision: To leave this to locals to decide with the recommendation
that the intermediate ages be adhered to.
13.' Yes,. 6%%. Decision: Make plans to meet this need as soon as possible. -
lh. Yes, 90$. Decision: To make obligatory the study of the manuals by Directors and
filling out of a leadership questionnaire a requirement, before chapter may be registered.
The more extensive service training course, 321a, Intermediate Youth and CYC .Leadership,
is recommended but not a requirement.
15. Yes, 92$. Decision: To leave this to the local and conference level to decide.
16. Ye's, 93$. Decision: To begin this service in September of l$'%k.
17. Directly, 73$. Decision: To send directly to local leaders of registered chapters
vdth copy to conference Directors.
18. Yes, 10C$..
19. Yes, 66%. Decision: Leave this to Conf. Director to express his preference.
20. Monthly, 2%%', quarterly, 72$; annually, 3$. Decision: No statistical reporting
necessary because of annual registration of each chapter with headquarters. Informal
reports from conference Director requested as needed.
21... 'Yes, 100$.
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22. Quarterly, 7<#5 annually, 21$; semi-annually, U$. Gen.Director, h%; Conf. Dir., 90$;
Official Board, 6$. Decision: Locals will register with headquarters annually and
report-to conf. Director as often as he desires. Conf. Director will be sent statistics
fpr his area from headquarters.
23. Free Methodist, 36$; SS Journal, 2?$; YPMS Hews, 3U$, Teen Time, 2$; Evangel, 2$;
News Supplement, 1$. Decision: To"use. each of tHe"first three as practical. As field
notes increase give these' coverage in the YPMS News.
2u. Varies from ten cents to one dollar. Decision: To charge fifty cents,which barely
covers printing costs, for an attractive pocket-sized manual.
2?. Yes, 92$. Decision: Request was made for the third week in September as registratio
week. One objection to this. was that this is too .close to the end of the fiscal year (Sep
30th) . The Calendar Committee of the Church because of. crowded calendar at the time reque
asked that another date be selected. January has been set as registration time.
'26.. Yes, 79$. Decision: A registration fee of fifty cents for each child is to be sent
to headquarters annually. local expenses may be cared for in three alternate ways descrit
in Director' s Guide .
27- Varies from "all to1 local" to "all to headquarters". Decision: See above answer.
28. Majority wanted local church to bear local expense; headquarters expenses to come
from sale of supplies and general church funds. Decision: Locals, may choose manner of
local finance, but each child must be registered with headquarters to help with headquarte
expenses. Other 1953-1954 income of the Dept. of Intermediate Youth: Appropriations
from YPMS, $�00} from Dept. of Sunday School, $5"00j. from Commission on Christian Education
$1500; from Light and life Men's Fellowship for salaries, $5"000j sale of "supplies 'and
registration will help meet printing, postage, and promotional expenses; travel expenses
to be received from area served.
29. Conf. Board of Christian Education, 13$; Conf. S.3. Board, h$%'3 Director pays his
own, 28$; Director pays part, 9$; No promotion, $%. Decision: To urge conferences to
provide promotional expenses of uirr;ctor from funds available to them.
30. Conf. SS Board, 6h$; Board of Ch. Ed., 17$; Men's Fellowship, 10$, from, local
CYC funds, 9$. Deci:sion: As stated in 29.
31. Many areas have no LLMF. Majority felt that where they were active they should act
as sponsors, assisting as they Vi"c able. Others -felt that their committment to underwrit
salary of General Director was; the limit of their financial ability. Decisionlleft to loc
32. Yes, 77$. Decision -left to local.
33. Sunday School Board, 35$; Official Board, 7$; Both, 58$. Decision: No official
decision was made, but one will be made later. However since the Dept of Intermediate
Youth has been taken from the Department of Sunday Schools, it is directly responsible
to the church. On the local and conference level this should also be true. However the
CYC and Sunday school are still vitally interrelated. Probably the director' should be a
nember of both boards.
3h. Yes, 72$. Decision: Left to local to decide.
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FIGURE 18
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FIGURE 20
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FIGURE 21
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FIGURE 22
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